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Done into English from the French by J. D. H.

(Translator's npte. - Does human personality survive death?' Today the list
of men with scientific mind who are convinced that the living are in touch with
those who have “passed over”'to another existence is too weighty to be ignored
by any thoughtful human. The ENTERPRISE, therefore, believes its readers
will be interested in the latest of those mystic stories written by the author of
“The Blue Bird’ * and ‘The Betrothal. ” To»that end this translation is made.
Wehave,thought much on this subject; and are pleased to give, as a head-piece
to “The Life of Death, one of our own poems—written over twenty years ago.

Maine Newspapers and Maine People
to Help Put Over “Develop Maine”
Advertising Campaign

WHERE ARE OUR DEAD?
Where are our dead—the smiles and kisses gone
<- With yesterdays ; the perfume and thè voices sweet—
■G-Shy glances sped with faith ahd'love replete;
Where are those spirits vanished oné by one?
Where are our dead whose constant aid lives on
Thru,al) the changes of our stormy fate—
Who only make time’s ties more, truly strait
When those fair robes invisible they don?-:
Some days they call us could we only hear;
Some hours their fingers touch our saddened brow;
’ Some moments, when they are supremely near,
They speak with us if only we knew how
To .understand; and did we, • .they might tell
Us where our dead, the unforgotten, dwell.)

The State Agricultural and In will be worked up into an advertis
dustrial Leauge has -suggested a ing story showing the strong points
unique advertising campaign to of each County, telling what it has
get the State of Maine lined up to sell to the rest of the Counties,
solidly behind it’s program to Or | and what it. wants tobijyfrom the
ganize, Standardize, Advertise- and. other Counties.
“There would be no difference . The memory of the dead is more Patronize Maine Products.
The] It is hoped in this way to get
between the living and the dead, if sure than that, of the livings it is
we knew our own memories. There as if it aided ours, as if, from'its ¡Editors of the newspapers through'' every ^County, actively interested
would’be no dead. The better part side, it made a mysterious effort to out the State <fre to constitute a in its relations with every other
of all they were would remain with rejoin ours. Try thep tp recall Statewide Publicity Committee, to County, and .to unify and link up
us after destiny had retired them. those who you have lost, before it which the League will submit all the whole “Develop Maihe” cam
All their^ast; which'is more ex is too late, before they are too far it’s advertising plans for approval
paign with the Counties and the
tended than the present and much away; and you Will see how quickly
entire state, meanwhjle; getting
inOre Assured, belongs to iis. We they shall run to you; come nearer of criticism ! - .
In order to make this campaign som'e direct business for e&ch Coun
possessed them knowing that we to your heart, belohg to you more—
were going tp lose them; let us will be as real as when they were even more appealing to the State ty through the advertismbnts.
know how’’ to lose them as tho we in the flesh. In stripping them as a whole, the league proposes to
•The pictufe printed above shows
yet possessed, them.
Material selves of this, they have only di
presence's not all this world; and gested them for the moments dur-, get most of its material for adver- the editor ..arid publishers of the
ing. which they. loved us less or we tisemerits directly from the people SJtate'As they wereassembled at the
we may lose it without diSpair.
We do not.'weep for those, who loved them not at all.
of the different Maine Counties ’ GeA^ress Square Hotel in Portland
live in countries Where we will /■Now they are purified; they ar® by ADVERTISING for suggestions. recently tb, listen to the League’s
never go, Iqecause it only depends clothed for the most beautiful
The best of,, these suggestions, ' plans, for makihgtf$i^ine inducts
On us to .find, them there. Let us hours, of existence—they have mo
be the same with- our dead. In more faults, no pettinesses, no
stead of believing that they have .whims. They can no longer fail
disappeared without return; let- us iiS,deceive themselves, .or cause us
saythat they are in another coun pain. They only desire to smile on
try, where it is sure we’shall-soon
go, and which ia not far away. In us, to suround us with love, and
waiting until we are all there to bring us a happiness which they
gether, we can' visit . them in ■take with full hands from a past
¿thought as easily as tho they were which they will live again with us.”
still in the region, inhabited by the
. (To be continued next week) '
living.

Welcome Home

Concert and Ball Brilliant Affair

the best knpwnf and best selling, in
the whole" Go untry. This picture
represents practically the whole
/‘Advertising Maine” Cominittee,
because nearly every paper in the
State is represented. AH „the Maine Newspapermen
present, quick to realize the advan
tages of ¿any practical plan, to
“Boom Maine,” or as the league
puts it,. “Develop Maine,” went
away filled with enthusiasm ' for
the League’s plans to “Organize,
Standardize, Advertise, and Patro
nize Maine products.
•This paper believes thoroughly
in what the League is doing for
Maine, and the aooner Mainb peo
ple get to working with the League,
the sooner we shall have better
farming, better markets, and better
$usfciess?, in Maine.
k.

OVER $79,250
SUBSCRIBED
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Maine’s Gifted Son, the World’s Foremost Parliamentarian Dead

Former Congressman, Asher Sess a felicity beyond that nothing
Crosby Hinds,- newpapèrwriter, au-> Can touch and nothing in this world
thor, parliamentarian and states-, or the other can disturb.
man, died, at Washington on the
Then it is not of the tomb how
night of May first, following the ever profound it may be, that we
decease of his wife by less than a should think. Let us learn^;o live
month—Mrs. Hinds died at Wash with the memory of our dead, with
ington April 9th.
out sadnessand without fear. For
The death of Mr. Hinds is a great those who, like Mr. Hinds, left be
loss To Maine, to the nation, and to hind so splendid a record of good
Work accomplished, do not require
the world. .
But, while we stand uncovered | our tears, but a happy and constant
before his. memory, Why must we affection. .
mourn ? Surely, all those who
Death for such a man seems as
have lived such. Useful, genial,'up gentle as floating down stream—
right lives here-below, must pos- down the stream of life—-out in
VICTORY BUTTONS FOR MEN I to the ocean of eternity.

May Dance
Youngsters Entertain the
Grown-ups
A May Day party, the first of its
kind ever given here, was held at
the Mousam Opéra House last Sat
urday afternoon at 3 o’clock when
a lot of kiddies and about as many
grown-ups assembled to enjoy the
May day exercises.
The first bn thé program was the
fancy dance ard the braiding of^
the May pole.
A drill wàs splendidly executed
by the Patriotic League and Girl
Scouts.
The four Dutch Kiddies arrayed
like the children of that country
and with wooden shoes executed a
Dutch dance which brought forth
a storm of applause and the little
peopled were Called to the stage
again and again.; A . number of
young ladies gave the audience an
idea Of how a day at Camp Laugh
ing Eopn was enjoyed after which
came the parade of the children

with decorated doll carriages, gocarts, velocepedes, wheelbarrows
and carts, the tots all charmingly
dressed and/just too sweet for any
thing.
They marched about the hall and
the grown-ups certainly enjoyed
thè procession as much as the chiL
drén themselves. After the pa
rade Ij.ome made candy, ice créam,
fancy baskets, bags, and holders
were on sale and were easily dis
posed of; Had there-been no pro
gram what ever, just to watch the
Chijdren in their originality and
happinéss Was well worth the price
of admission; The loSjg waits be
tween the numbers were not a -bit
tedious owing to these little enter
tainers;
After the expenses are met there
Will be quite a goodly sum credited
toward building a hut at, Camp
Laughing Loon.
■1 1 ,.

Cha n g ing times, changing Girls the same; a cheer pf mingled
scenes. And so one Wonders if our Girls and Boys followed—the en •_ Wp .welcomed our boys—the citi
HORSE RUNS AWAY
the War Department said.
The
today is seeing the last of the pomp tertainment for the night was on. zens of the future Kennebuhk, last
list includes 199 officers and 275
The following Program was car night, or we said we did. But—it
and circumstance of war—if the
final Triumph of the Conquering ried out with spirit and much .satis looks as th O'that word was to1 be a
Since the'-auto has taken posses men.—Boston Globe, Monday May
Hero returning home is a thing of faction to the large audience that
sion
of the world, the horse has 5, 1919. Kennebunk has cause to
honored the Boys and Girls and disagreeable, block in the success no longbr mqch chance to do his be proud that one out of the 199
the other ten thousand years.
of New; England’s effort to “put it. old-tirhe trick—run, away 'with or. officers to receive the decoration
If so it shall, be, arid there is themselves by being present :
DINE AND DISCUSS SOME OF MAINE’S. PROBLEMS
bVer,”—but what do the thinkers from some one. B*iit here is one was Lieut Albert Emmons son of
every indication that war and mil
CONCERT
itarism are religated to the world’s
think who. were assured those at of those “Once-upon-a-time” items Mrs. Carrie E. H. Emmons jmd
March
—
Painchaud-s.
Band,
Direc

scrap heap' of évil things—then
home would “baCk them up,” the in Kennebunk.
tor J oh ephz Martin—“On the
Fifth: Departure of farm chil Kennebunk' saw thé evanishment
On ..Wednesday, a horse ran away grandson of Woodbury A. Hall.
Mr. William Milton Hess) a guest
Young
Men Who Faced the “Great
with Mr. Herbert Ricker of Brown
of the evening at the banquet given dren from their homes as soon as of this ancient scourge ih a blaze
Square”
'
Panella.
Adventure.’* Is it true, as the fig street; and what might have been
by the members of the Board, of they are able to flee from the “dull of glory.
G r a n- d Selection—Pafnchaud’s
The “Welcome Home Reception
ures seem to indicate, that America a serious accident was the result. COMMUNITY CHURCH WEL
Trade in the vestry of the Congre drudgery of'- the farm environ
Band—“{Songs for the Old
gational Church on. Monday even ment,.”* The speaker suggested and Ball by Kennebunk to Her Re
only paid the bills when her citizens As a matter of fact, Mr. Ricker es
COME HOME SERVICE
Folkes”.
i
Lake
ing presented a number of interest bringing the “lure of the city into turned Soldiers and Sailors of the'
feared for their skinj 'whep Kaiser capes with a painful experience—
ing problems for careful investi the atmosphere of the farm,” as World War”—we are quoting from Cornet Solo—J; C. Herd—-“Souve “Bill” was rampant ; and piii1 own and has a small bone of one anjde
gation and study and final solution. the solution of this problem. And the dainty little Program offered
broken; caused by the passage of
nir Waltz.”
To be held at the Congregation
- Mr. Hess is a resident of New that, like many^another improve for the occasion, was perfect, po Fan tasia—Painéhaud’s Band— homes might be in the range of the one of the yrheels of the vehicle.
Hun’s guns?
Church next Sunday , evening at
York City and Maine. Hp is one ment of country life, was a simple tent and patriotic; and the Boys
Other
than
that
and
a
few
bruises
. “Airs of the Fighting Allies”
of the speakers and experts sent matter bf cooperation. . Rural
Are we going tp welcpme pur and -euts, Mr. Riqker is right as, seven o’clock and to which all
Laké
out by the State Agricultural and “movies,” lectures, plays, athl.ee- were all there with the Girls of the :
spldiers with lip-service, and con ever. He promises to be on the citizens are cordially invited.
Solo—Miss Miriam Burke—Miss
Industrial League as field riian and tics—’entertainments.
“The Red Cross.
found them with the penury of our street' again in a few days.
Order of Service
lecturer—-and he knows his Maine. Churches must cooperate—tear
At 8 p. m. into the auditorium of
Dorothy Barker, Accompanist
subscriptions?
“Developing Maine’s Possibilities down the old barracks and build the Mbusam Opera House—which Readings— Mr. À. Neithercut.
Organ
Voluntary
Wake up Kerjiebunk! In the LIKE ALL GOOD THINGS, IT
In Agriculture and Industry” was one common, up-to-the-demand was beautifully decorated with the
Songs of the Day—Mr. James Nei
Invocation
(
.
the.mptiff of his address; and his home, pf amusement, uplift - and
next' issue of the ENTERPRISE
GROWS
multi-colored flags of the Allies,
thercut; Accompanist—Mrs.
Responsive
Reading
presentation of the problems in worship.”
we want f6 talfe pride in being able
Louise Wilson.
volved was filled with data, filled
From time to time, as Mr. Hess and where Old Glory dominant in
Music
tb say, “WE HAVE DONE OUR
with observations candid and clean scored, his points were punctuated, all the splendor of her memories of
Then came the Dance Order, DUTY.”y .
Prayer
•
The
women
of
the
Webhannet
and filled full of eloquent appeal by sympathetic and vigorpus ap Chateau Théirry touched the over opened by the/ Grand March and
Club of Kennebunk who have the' Response^to the citizens of The state.
plause, Alb seemed to recognize note of harmony—the boys march
Circle; inusic by Painchaud’s^Six.mind to raisevr$l,000 for the Me
Offering
Our own “Boom Editor’’ one of the truth of the picture and the
morial School Building Fund, are
those also present and who vouches pertinence of the speaker’s words ed, Kahki clad, happiness in every teen Piece Orchestra—^“The Red
Hymn
splendidly on the way.
for the quality of. the. dinner and —but, as one of the'listeners, said, eye, à Red Cross girLon every arm. Gross March.” And, then, as they
IN THE U. S. SERVICE
Words of welcome by the Minis
This Club furnished the very
-the discourse, took the Whole ad in an informal di^cussidH by the
Just for a, moment, as the Rev. say in one of the most widelyters
fine supper for the Board of Trade
dress in shorthand; but our space audience at the close of the address Robert P. Doremus came to .the known of the popular songs: of
Music
at the Congregational Church on
■this week is so crowded—Look at “What can we do about it?”
front
cf
the
stage
—
there
was
a
France
—
on
y
danse,
on
y
danse.
:
Several
hundred
,
bronze
and
sil-)
last Mpnday Evening—-the returns
Response
sit!—we can oiily glimpse the mat
Our “Boom Editbr,” who spoke
At the Intermission Hour, the ver Victory Buttons have been re for the same added $70.00 to the
ter now,, promising our readers to briefly after Mr. Hess, tried to backward glanée at thé fields of
a.—For men in the service,
give the address in extenso later— answer the question thus: “Get France where*Somè lie waiting for women of Kennebunk provided a ceived at the Army Recruiting promised- ftmd; and the distance
Lieut. Albert Emmons.
to go is now much shorter. $470.00
as our “Boom” expands.
the farmer in with you—cooperate the last Reveille. In a few, wellBuffet Luncheon
Station. The silver buttons are are now in the hand for the School vice.
.
’ In substance, Mr. Hess- said: with him. Get him to come to chosen words the Boys were wel Salad, Rolls, Cream, and Cake with
for
men
wounded
in
action^
the
of Memory. _
With the evidence available there your meetings. Look about you—
Coffee
bronze for all others. The design / Besides, this,’ thé Supper was a
seems to be good reasons to be there is not a farmer herd. Why? comed. Home ; and a heart-tribute
LOCAL NOTES
This mention of the splendid en is that\of a five-pointed star sur- feast; the*men all thought so;
lieve -that Maine is suffering from Because he distrusts all of you. paid ,to the Girls.óf the Red Cross,
catises.whjch may be briefly summ He has been fooled so often, he is; “who we honor and will honor for tertainment and military function roundediby a wreath, and with*the many of them so said ; and we can
ed up as follows—
wise, or thinks he is;
their magnificent work at home would not bev complete without a letters “U. S.” ip tho center.- They safely assuré those-clubs and so
Rev. A. M. Lord pf Providence,
First: Under-production. Maine \'When thefarmer wants to im and abroad'—for their bravery at
spècial word of thanks and praise are to be worn by men on- resum cieties who' are contemplating any R. L, is in tojvm
only produces 25% of thefood and prove his herd, he .often repeats
future
like
function
to
call
on
the
the trenches, their comfort and for the Committee of Arrangement’s ing ciVilan clothing to show that Webhannets.
hay consumed in the state.
the question«, ‘What Bull am I going
Ice cream sold in cones is taxable
_ Second: The Middleman eats to buy?’ When the boomer, the .Care in the hospital and in the hut.” H. H. Bourne, Mrs. N. M. West, and they have been in the service.
according to a recent ruling. <
out the heart of every fish caught drive .master, dr the uplifter offers
Then, as the speaker ceased, P. Raino ;. Floor Directors—Dr. D.
To obtain a button, men should
QNLY 474 IÑ U. S. SERVICE
off the shores of Maine, and every the farmer something for his heads were bowed while.each one M. Small, W. H. Hobbs, and J. N.
Miss Helen Melcher is about
apply in person at' aii Army Rething from corn to cabbage grown (Sic?) benefit, he changes the form gave thoflght to the rememberèd
AWARDED
CROIX DE GUERRE. again after being ill with tonsilis
Balch.
■eruiting
station,
with
his
original
ih the soil of those same shores.
tis. I
As the Enterprise goes to press, discharge or send it to one of the
| Third: Transportation is ineffi- of his question, t thus: ‘What Bull and glorious “Invisibles”—those
is he going to throw?*
whose bodies had not been found— the dan’ce is still on, the night is following stations, 51% Exchange . Washington, May 5—Only 474
eent and prohibitory in its cost."
New novelties, in Ward’s fine
Fourth: Summer Tourists are
Put your hand in your.till, Mr. who did not return to the welcome still young, say the dancers—and' St., Portland; 71 Exchange Street,
stationary
Fiske the druggist on
persons while in\tfye military or
neglected. They are worth $25,- Tradesman, Mr. Banker, Mr. Wise- of friends and home. Then the
<
Adv.
there will be other mornings when Bangor; 36 Lisbpn. Street Lewis Nayal servite of the United States the corner.
000,000 the year; and are not either mam Divide your profit with the bugle—Taps.
we can’t see thé Boys—and the ton; 696 Elm Street, Manchester, have been awarded the French,
Leslie Titcomb and Earl Smith
provided for, or invited to come
again. This is-new money brot in producer. That is the slogan of A short exhibition of the soldiers’ Girls—so “On With the Dance!” N. H., ; 51 Main Street, Berlin, N. • Croix de Guerre and are authorized are among the boys who have re
to .the state—and will remain here the boom. If not, there is nothing work was given by the boys in
But was it ipot the “Best Ever” H., or Postoffice Building, Houlton, | to wear that decoration or a ribbon cently received an honorable dis
if your state is self-supporting.
•in it but East wind—plain hot air.” formation—then the Red Cross at Kennebunk?
Me.
thereof/’ an order issued today by charge from the U. S. Service.

KENNEBUNK BOARD OF TRADE

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Ip the meantime, it is well to remember, Washington has his
Tories ; Lincoln his Copperheads ; and Cleveland his Mugwumps. Thus
we will .be able to vision Wilson’s opposition with patience. He is en
titled to his “Lodge in a wild howling wilderness.”
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Coming—450,000 tourists a months to the U. S. A.

Are weplanning to take care of our share of these down in Maine?

If not, why not? Speaking for this corner of the woods—we are
not. We are not able to even house those now passing thru.
Do you know we are turning away those who come to us from
Flander’s Fields, because we have no place for them? It used to be
thought, even among the Barbarians, that to refuse a wayfarer shelter/
a bed, was a crime against humanity ?
“Heroes,” we call them, and “Our Boys;” but when they_come to
oUr own door, we pass the buck. Besides the soldiers have., already
marched from Paris to Berlin, and it is not such a much of a march for
them to Biddeford or Portland—they are used to marching. Our beds
are all full—we are sorry the last car for the night has gone—Yes, it
is a straight road—right out of town.
Introducing this Week’s ENTERPRISE

We may be mistaken, but we cannot help thinking that the super
ficiality, the tendency to half-attentive fleetness which vitiates our
newspapers is apparent in everything we undertake. We do not. meah
that most of those who profess to be journalists are insincere. Wje
mean that very generally their faith in their work, writing, is not a
constant, vital force in their lives, determining or at least influencing
their every act and thought. More and more we take the news in the
daily papers in a Pickwickian sense—if we consider it at all. And
yet there is a very widespread craving for some reliable reading—a
craving deep but usually unspoken—fearing that we might seem gro
tesque. The ENTERPRISE aims to do something quite unprecedented
in modern newspaperdom. To give its readers something to read
slowly—if possible aloud, intently, ponderingly, repeatedly. And the
reader who speeds thru the pages of this sheet as one rushes thru the
season’s best seller, gets nothing that we have intended—and next
to nothing at all. If you have formed the habit of skimming, the EN
TERPRISE is not for you. We want it read in the home—we would
like to put one new place on the map of Maine with it. We do want
your criticism. We are quite familiar with distinctly good literature;
we know our own limitations; but we are too close to what we feel to
be always able to see our own faults—hence you are invited to point
out wherein we have failed. As to your commendation—we will ac
cept but one kind—your paid subscription to the ENTERPRISE. As
to our politics—we shall advocate the advancement of good citizens—
no matter the stripe of party cloth he wears; and we will never con
tinue to heckle a man elected to a high office, after the majority of our
eountrymen have spoken. The translations and stories appearing in
the ENTERPRISE will be our own—and we ask whatever gods there
be to steer us clear of all literary arrogance.

PRESIDENT WILSON
The United States needs a stateman with the great and rare gift
Of sincerity; one able to admit his own limitations.
There was Lincoln—but,—he has gone on—Peace enfold his urn.
His vision was miraculous. In times of great need he was a''chance
star kindling a light that took shape from heaven, and, therefore,
worked out the mysterious purpose of the All-Power. Whether this
gift of vision cbmes from nature, or from God, it seems in some measure
transmissable from man to man. Lincoln had the gift.
Does President Wilson compare?
In the midst of a world a-quiver with unrest, it is one thing to
offer a League of Nations of which Virgil’s Elysian Fields is the proba
ble prototype, and quite another to vision the graded needs of the
everyday mortal. It is one thing to write general impressions de
rived from some books ancient and modern, and quite another to pilot
the ship of state thru the never-ceasing hurricane of Bolchivism and
wild-eyed anarchy that now circles the globe in a swirling, turning,
clashing turmoil of frowning ruin.
Is oqr leader, as the G. O. P. would have it, simply superauratus—
“gilded outside?” Or is he the real thing—one of those who knows the
Book of. Wisdom and has spelled this sentence out of it : “Diligite
justitiam, qui judicatis terram,” “Love justice, ye that be judges of
the earth?”
Let us linger a^while in silence.—The world still gleams beneath
the stupendous conflagration of war. Still a little while—however
terrifying the monster din, we must wait here for a little while. Every
thought of today may take wing. There will be a sure dawn. We may
see it, “driving out the early breeze;” and then we shall, hopefully,
be able to recognize the rippling seas of Peace. See our men of today
as they really are.
Now, who may compute the varying orbit of Mars? Who shall
vision .the future “of the little plot for which we so fiercely fight;” or
who sketch the present of the preposterous animal who haunts for an
hour this whirling sphere?
Then, we may be able to look down and see how much world we
have under our feet, and we may—
“With that turn and downward peer a while
Thru all the seven sphere, and see the earth
So small, so cheap ’twill make us only smile.”
In that day, Wilson and his famous “fourteen” will have taken
them to the Limbo of Forgotten Things; or they may read into the
world’s history a memory that nothing can fade. Our guess is as
good as yours.
At this mqment, President Wilson is the Executive of the United
States—the majority-chosen»Ruler of our country; and, so long as he
remains such, thé spark that fires our imagination, when we speak of
him, should come from wise faith, unflinching belief in rightful au
thority, and sympathetic undulgence for the common weaknesses of
men.
When this Union, consecrated with so much pain and blood, shall
willingly float down stream with a crew in railing mutiny—seeing only
folly and worse in the fairest efforts of the elected Captain, then we
shall be at the end of the journey.
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ments and extensions of flying
Science—The origin of the Ara PORTLAND EVENING EXPRESS— boats and planes. The matter will
be edited by one of our own boys
“Anatomists tell us there are ‘vestignal fragments’ in the human bic numerals in common use has The city of Saco is reported as going who
has been up and over there.)
body, relics of the prehistoric man, remnants that once may have been faever been clearly established. “over the top”. This is the third of It is only a matter of a few days
Now
we
know
that
they
were
trans

Maine
’
s
20
cities.
now when one of the birds of the
useful but no longer perform any known function.”
mitted to us thru the Persians.
So nearly every tbwn in this blessed Union has “vestiginal frag The numerals did not come from BOSTON POST--New England op plane will have crossed the ocean.
ments” of useless parasites—the Five Hundred Dollar Millionaires— letters of the alphabet, but were ened the week with less than 50— of its With any luck, using either of the
intended, the flight
'formed directly for the purpose of quota subscribed to the Victory Loan. airplanes
otherwise known as The Dodo.
should be safely and swiftly made.
representing
numbers.
There is over $192,000,000 yet to be ob
He toils not, neither does he spin. But he—or maybe she, gets
The fall of Corporal Raymond D.
New York World—Inhuman and tained-during the final days of the cam Gebhardt—2,000 feet, at Cincin
up every morning at five o’clock, watches the man clean off the snow brutal
treatment of privates by
nati the other day, and his return
from thè walk inside the fence—the sidewalk can wait until the public certain officers of the American paign.
the game, tells the spirit of the
plow comes along ; goes to the one bank in town to see if he can really Expeditionary Force was charged THE WEEKLY RECORD, BIDDE to
pilots of the air. There are acci
FORD
—
Discrimination
in
filling
teach

by
Chaplain
Lyman
B.
Rollins
of
draw his balance—just Five Hundred, if he wants to; visits the post
dents everywhere. And flying
office to discuss the probable work the one track street railroad com the 101st, 26th Division, speaking ing positions in the elementary grade away above the clouds, with a cool
the 500 Episcopalians at the schools is charged by teachers in this head and a' safe hand, is quite as
pany will do this year; and opposes every hint of improvement or en before
Copley-Plaza at the spring meeting grade in Biddeford, who also claim that safe as swiming in the sea—no one _
tertainment that d^res to approach the burg The Dodo disgraces by of the Episcopalian Club in Boston they are underpaid, and they will pre
should undertake either who does
his presence.
New York Herald—Led by a sent a petition to the Board of Educa not know the way.
The Dodo is, usually, the vestige of some ancestral deep sea cap Scotch-Canadian soldier and a bu tion at its monthly meeting next Tues The start for the fransalantic
tain. He lives in the old home father built when he gave up the ocean gler who repeatedly sounded the day night asking for an increase of flight by American raval seaplanes
will be made from Trepassy, New
blue; and he is about as useless, nonpaying, and semimoribund as the “Assembly” the soldiers and sail salary.
ors of theUnited States charged the It has long been insisted, not only by foundland. The flight from there
most recalcitrant bnborq of the Land of the Blue Bird.
police lines again and again, but
to the Azores, then to Lisbon, Port
The Dodo is the vermiform appendix of the social pact. He lives only to be beaten back. Behind the teachers themselves but by-others ugal, and then to Plymouth, Eng
familiar with the subject, that these
until long past riinty-three. And the longer he lives—that is not the the officers on foot, with night teachers are not receiving salaries land, has been equaled if not ex
word, but our English is empty of some expressions of inanition—so sticks in air, were outposts of commensurate with the work that is ceeded by flights over the North
Sea and France, starting from the
we let it go at that—the longer he lives the more pestiferous he be mounted police.
involved in the positions • they occupy
station where we fitted out in Eng
Times
Star,
Cincinati
—
They
arei
or
comparable
with
the
salaries
paid
comes. 'One of him will stop the rolling car of intelligence anywhere— not reading Nietzche in Germany
land. There iSxno doubt then but
if he breeds—which mostly—thank the Lord! he does not, he leaves a row. The German philosopher other teachers in this city and else the trip over the sea can be easily
where, and they have decided that it made.
path behind him like unto the red termites of the Amazon.
who taught the Hun that “the is
time to declare themselves and ask
Theri, if all goes along as it has
lambs
should
bear
no
grudge
Prosperous towns “Cut’em out” as good doctors do the coccyx, or
for
an increase and for a readjustment been for the months since our boys
the appendix. On the shores of Acheron, Charon will refuse to ferry against the great birds of prey, but of conditions.
ceased to hover in the air over the
rather acknowledge the kindness
them across, because they never had spirit enough to be either dead of the bird that flew low and struck
trenches and the subs, the resi
or alive. Why they are here on earth is left unexplained—where they hard,” did not, quite know the THE INDEPENDENT—Charles A. dents of Kennebunk will soon be
will go hereafter the reader is left to form his own conjecture—their “lambs.” The little lambs ‘bit’ Thompson, a former resident of South looking up at the whirring .music
Berwick, was found dead in bed at his
passage here below will be like smoke in air, or froth upon the wave. back. And so the great Nietzshe home, 106 Broadway, Dover, about 6.00 of the airplane, as it passes on the
way to St. Johns; and we expect to
has
been
scrapped.
Salva Dodo.
Critico Sociale, Italy—The liter o’clock last Friday morning. A son hear the repeated calls, “This
ature of the moderns is a return to notified City Marshal Wilkinson of the Aerial Mail is on time to day.
the
speech of the savages and the Dover police force of the sudden death Gee whiz! See her whiz!”
THE WEIGHT OF THE COIN v
mimicry of the red skins. After of his father and Marshal Wilkinson It may be some time before
Uncle Sam calls for more pilots to
reading it one finds the question called Dr. Forrest L. Keay of Roches man
the airships; but it is coming,
ter,
medical
referee
for
Strafford
still
unsolved,
which
perhaps
may
One is constrained, sometimes, to say things that are neither
coming
fast.
county,
who
investigated
the
matter
kindly, nor pleasont. But they have to be said. Frank recognition never be solved, as to what extent and found that, the death was due to > We will ke~ep you posted.
•
these writers are “pulling the leg”
—H. A. G.
of an evil is the course of the ENTERPRISE. Resolute disipline, not of the public; or, in other words, natural causes.
. - . "* .
shifting of responsibility—or reliance on some other member of the are humorists, or just mere imbe
Maine press to publish what we ought to say—what every newspaper ciles. In any event, the modern THE EXCITER—Maine has its fair
in the state must say, if Maine is to be cleaned up and made fit for the stage is the aoptheosis of modern share of the minerals found in the
United States, and our territory is no
folly.
boom we are all working for.
exception in this respect. In fact, a
Philadelphia
'
American
—
The
To do things in Maine—things that count for moral and business Navy Yard regulation dress for the thorough survey of the country covered
betterment, we must learn the true nature of the wickedness of our Yoewomen requires a severly plain by our developments would show prac
state. Then we must cleanse the soul of it—cure its effects In this uniform—silk stockings., are posi tically all of the minerals that are pos
way only may we escape this ill, and worse. Therefore we point out tively taboo. “Then what is the sessed by the State as a whole.
good of belonging to the Navy? In all, forty-five different minerals
the wrong—and the path of reformation.
Those short skirts are so fetching are on record as occurring here in
How shall it profit the state tho rural towns keep the law and with tinted silk socks and pumps) more or less abundance: besides this
study the Gospils, if Bangor, etc., etc., waste the public strength by to match to set off the trim but there are a number of rare or occa
pulling down the stream? In that way Maine is robbed of her good severly plain uniform that was so sional species, and doubtless many
’striking for the street? “We do rot more which have not yet been record
name.
expect to hear of any more ‘ladies’ ed.
Wednesday, Thursday
Why Bangor laughs, when Bangor is in New York, or Timbuctoo, joining the Navy.” The ENTER
MARS
HILL
NEWS
One
of
the
PRISE.
and says, “Kennebunk! Yes—Oh, yes! A little town on the Boston
May 14 and 1 5
and Maine. But you raver want to, etc., etc.” In the meantime, and The Christian Commonwealth, most important meetings ever held in
always, Bangor, at home, robs Kennebunk, and all of us, of the birth London—Dr. Charles Gore, Bishop Caribou was held in the P. of H. Din
ing Hall, Tuesday, April 22, when the
right of-the father, when Bangor is so overfond of the weakness—or of Oxford’s despairs of the League Board of Directors of the Aroostook
of
Nations.
“
The
real
terror
of
worse, that the state of Maine deplores and forbids—to correct and the time of war,” he says, “is not Federation met the Boards of Directors
remedy which she spends such yearly sums of cash and effort.
during the war. It is the after-war of the Ten Local organizations for a
As long as such condition obtain in Maina, we are simply trying to periods that are the curse of the conference. Delegates were present
from all the Locals, some of them send PROGRAM WEEK, MAY 12-17
dispense charity with stolen money—scaling our own eyes to prevent world, and it looks as tho the same ing
almost the entire Board. Matter of
were going to be true of this war.”
them from seeing things as they are.
Monday-1—Shirley Mason in
Collier’s—Captain Eddie Ricken- policy were discussed along various
“WINNING GIRL”
Now, fellow citizens, we ask you to view for a moment this scene backer, in describing his last fight lines. One of the things discussed was
the
imperative
necessity
of
the
farmers
Sennett
Comedy— “East Lynne”
staged in the city of Bangor during the past two weeks.
he surprised a Germar( flyer and
A Court Room with all the panoply sand atmosphere of Justice is disabled his gun—gave away, al receiving a tarriff on their products,
Tuesday—Wallace Reid in
it was decided among other things
“ALIAS MIKE MORAN”
spread out. Aiy august Justice of the Supreme Court on the Bench. most unconsciously, one of the and
that when the tariff hearing was held
reasons
why
most
of
us
feel
that
Pictograph
Mr. Sherman F. Whipple, one of the foremost jurists of a sister state the air fighting was the great sport that the Federation would send repre Burton Holmes
in action—very much disturbed. Dr. William F. Curran, a high class ing feature of the war. Captain sentatives to Washington to fight for
Wednesday and Thursday
physician, on the witness 'stand. And now the play moves forward. Rickenbacker was frying to force our rights and also each Local try and “DON’T CHANGE YOUR HUS
his opponent to land, as the Ger send one man, so as to make up a good
BAND”
Question—“Did you dine at the Niben Club in Bangor?”
man was using a brand-new Fok delegation.
Sunshine Comedy—“Hearts’ and
Answer—“I did, frequently.”
ker which the American ace of
Saddles”
Q.—“Was any liquor served at the Club while you were there?” aces coveted. “I didn’t want to DAILY EASTERN ARGUS—Post-'
Friday
—
Hale Hamilton in
master
General
Burleson
has
again
re

A.—“Yes.”
kill the poor devil,” said Ricken
backer, “because he couldn’t shoot fused ty return the telegraph lines to “FIVE THOUSAND AN HOUR”
Q.—“In spite of the law prohibiting the sale of the same?”
back at me.” Had the war lasted, the Postal Telegraph Company, not
A.—“Yes. Members of the Penobscot Bar and business and pro sportsmanship would probably withstanding that company has agreed Eddie Polo in, 9th Episode of
fessional men were members of this Club. Why we entertained a have been scientifically eliminated to accept them without other remu “THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS”
Saturday—Ruth Clifford in
Justice of the Supreme Court there and his reputation did not appear even from the air. It was elimi neration from the government than the
“THE CABARET GILR”
to suffer. It would have been imposible to dine at any good hotel in nated, but something as good sub profits made by the lines during the
Ford Weekly
stituted by a private from the New time they were under government- con Current Events
Bangor where liquor was not sold, EXCEPTING A DAIRY LUNCH.”— York
East Side, who, having taken trol. He gives as his reason that it
The underscoring is ours—
a German prisoner to the lines and would be unfair to turn the plant of one
At this point ih the examination the learned Court ruled that “This fed him. showed him a dollar bill, company back unless the same action
and said: “Now you sneak back was taken with the other and he inti
trial was not a Prohibition, Convention.” And further exposition of and
get a dozen others and I’ll.give
the hidden ways of Bibulous Bangor was covered with the wide mantle you this.” In a few hours the Ger mates that the Western Union would
be placed at a great disadvantage until
of the Law’s technecalities.
man returned, delivered his prison Congress has provided means to protect
But the bright, the particular point of the Doctor’s evidence is— ers, and got his dollar.
the company financially.
and it is true to form: “The Justice of the Supreme Court did not New York American—When the Replying to Mr. Burleson, Clarence
Victory Loan drive is over and its H. Mackay, President of the Postal
appear to suffer”- because of the red liquor of the Niben.
success has been absolutely assur
It never seems to have dawned on the Doctor-witness that it was ed it would seenr advisable that Company, makes the following obser
vations:
t
not a question of the “suffering” of the Justice—but of the state of some public comment be made on
“
Certainly
if
the
Western
Maine. Now, ove^in New York, where we have known Justices of the the subject of “drives,” recommend could compete with us before youUnion
took
g that the people of the nation
Supreme Court to get away with some booze, at the Club, they are on in
A fresh stock and all the new
stop all drives, except for govern possession, they should be able to do so
the Bench next morning—“the morning after the night before,” quite mental purposes, that instead of now, because in the interim they have
shades of
all right. But, of course, that is different. Liquor is openly sold in continually “driving,” we learn to received full compensation from you
COLORITE
walk and work and create, and so while we have received nothing. They
New York—almost, as openly as in Bangor.
for straw hats and many other
increase our. usefulness to the com will have to resume competition with us
There is a grave struggle on in Maine as to the legal right to munity and advance the prosperity sooner or later any way, unless you are
purposes
handle, have, or hooch booze. It Nibens may openly Bibo, why of our country.’
able to establish a monoply of telePRYOR-DAVIS CO
not the longshoreman?
New York Globe—Over here the graphiccommunication in this country,
“The Old Hardware Shop”
Word has gone out that the whole bonedry law of Maine is a landlords are turning washtubs which I believe impossible. ”
canard—a decoy, a tame duck, fostered by a mob of poltroons, obnox into baths as an excuse for raising — “There you have both sides of it. 36 Market., St., Portsmouth, N. H
“I went into- two houses in. Why comment? No matter how it looks
Tel. ,509
ious to “both God and God’s enemies.” And these luckless creatures— rents.
Madison street where the landlord to the ‘Man Up A Tree’—he is not in a
even tho they be members of the high monde—Business and Profes-, is taking out the wash tubs and position to see on account of the ob
sional Men—the more so because of their standing—should be brac- putting in bath tubs instead. struction of the party foliage that
fs
ketted as the embodiment of the prevailing wickedness of the old Pine These tubs are in the kitchens and dangles before his eyes. The mysteries
are supposed to be used both for of politics become as clear as day to the
Tree State.
washing clothes, and bathing. In
York and Cumberland Counties maintain an official guard on the the olden days nobody in these man up a tree just as soon as he gets is prepared to do haii and
of the Woods—released from the
border line to prevent bootleggers -from “coming across.” And tenement worried about a lack of out
scalp treatment, facial
squint qf political bias. That is the way
bath
tubs.
Now
they
are
demand

Sheriff Graham is busy every day corralling the the same “poor fish.”
the universe, substance and accident of
massage and mani
The whiles an evil the which we have said by Statute is fearful, de ing baths and so the landlord is the political creation looks to—THE
providing bathing facilities by cut
curing by ap
.
generate, hideous, is flauntingly indulged in the Niben Clubs of Maine. ting out wash tubs. There are no ENTERPRISE.”
pointment.
curtains around the tubs nor pri YORK COUNTY PIONEER—They
WHY?
vacy
of
any
kind.
The
landlord
is
There are three reasons. Maine liquor laws are not alive because using his ‘improvement’ as an ex are planting potatoes at Parsonsfield.
Should get a good early crop—there is
of weakness, gain and fraud. And in the criminal plan to “beat the cuse for increasing the rents.
quite a FIELD there for the exploita
laws,” there is no room for patriotism, Dairy Lunches, or any other Temps, Paris—President Poin tion of the tuber.' ‘Ware the bugs!
specifically Christian virtue.
care, speaking today to the cadets
How shall all this be stopped*?
of the Paris Polytechnic School,
iiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiuilimm
have just returned to Paris, illlllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIi
In the same way that every crime is stopped. Stop it! We did who
said: “The enemy laid down his
stop the Hun. And we can also stop a bea'st that steals away from arms only to escape danger. If he
Maine the glory of her sons—and darkens the fame of her own good attempts to forget what the gener
name.
osity of the Allies spared him we
have the right and the means to re
Portland and Lewiston papers, please, copy.
call that fact to him.”

Acme
Theatre

DON'T CHANGE
YOUR HUSBAND

M . Mabel Huff
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Biddeford’s Up-To-The-Minute Shopping Guide
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York County’s Biggest
Furniture Sale

What Young Men Want
They find in the styles they want right
here. That’s why so many young
men think of this as “their store”

pMK

Biddeford and Saco

They find good v dues-—smart coloring“—
they find the famous waist-seam suits by

ATKINSON

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

THE RUG STORES OF

Furniture
And that means Good Fabrics, Good
Tailorings, Good Linings, Good Trim
ming in many variations.
liaffnir & Marx

We Have Other Makes also—Therefore, You Can Get Almost Any
thing Here You Want—SUITS’AND TOP COATS-EX

|

'■■'t.C YORK COUNTY

of any store in'York County and possibly in the State. If
you have never visited our big store in Biddeford, or our
bigger store in Saco, you have missed seeing two wonderful
furniture stores. You see not only great assortment, but
the very lowest prices at which .you can buy.
Our line of summer goods this year is greater than ever—
Piazza Furniture—Hammocks—Rag Rugs suitable for any
room in the house—other popular ruga for the home— ***

IT WILL BE OUR PLEASURE TO SHOW YOU

1

We Are proud to say we can suit the most particular person
on anything for the floor whether in Wilton, Axmin<ste^^|P|
Velvet, Tapestry, Fiber, Wool Fiber, Crex, Jute or Rag.

1 I

Visit us—you make no mistake, and if you should purchaseJ|M|f

you will, we know, vow we have saved you dollars on your

1 |

purchase«.

fl

---------WE DELIVER FREE OF CHARGE

-

WE LAY OUR LINOLEUflS FREE OF CHARGE

TREME, REGULAR AND CONSERVATIVE STYLES >

Don’t skip Biddeford or Saco in your buying of house
furnishings.

Every piece of Clothing leaving HERE has a Real Personality of its own.
It Fits, Looks, Wears with comfort and Appeal—A Harmonious Whole.
We Extend a Special'Invitation to the Army and Navy Men.

CHAS. A. BENOIT
PIARBLE BLOCK,

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUOS, DRAPERIES

BIDDEFORD■ fHAINE
,

Atkinson Block,
Saco, Me.

Atkinson Block,
Biddeford, Me.

YORK COUNTY Y. W. C. A. CON
FERENCE

MOTHER’S DAY

HONOR SERVICE MEN

®0©
Sunday, May 11, is Mother’s Day.
The Vovational Conference . of This year it has particular signifi
the York County Y. W. G. A. will cance, in the fact that mothers
be held May .17 and 18 at Saco. One | throughout the land have received
hundred and fifty delegates have back their boys, victorious from
been invited. Each High School camp, cantonment and fighting
and Academy in the, county has front. The magnificent courage of
been sent . enough registration American motherhood was never
cards to supplytpn per cent of its 'better known, or tried, than; during
student bo^y. dther girls from the past two years. Called upon
nearby towns may attend the Sat for sacrifices, they responded with
urday. session." Delegates are al out question, and. gave unceasingly
of all they had. Many sons made
ready registering.
The Saturday morning exercises the supreme sacrifice, and a mother
will consist of registration, con goes on, to the end with a heavy
ference - singing,
acquaintance heart, but a proud knowledge that
stunt;* opening session, devotions, her boy died for his country.
The sons who remain and pos
addresses of welcome and the tak
ing of delegates to the hostesses. sess that priceless treasure, a
The afternoon will be devoted mother, should make much of
to'singing and talks on the follow Mother’s Day. The carnation is
ing subjects—Medical Profession.;. the flower, and every mother
Nursing as a. , Profession; Law; should receive' a buneh. Where
Secretarial Training ;The Need of possible there should, be family re
Treachers for the Public Schools; unions With all the children pres
Exhibition of Physical Training; ent. In fact, it should be in.truth
Round Table'Conference. These
addresses, will be followed by or a mother’s day sacred to her. en
ganized games, banquet, school joyment. ■'
cheera or songs and a play. At 8
Boy, Remember your mother, and
b.’clock Dr. Payson Smith will give what she has done for you.
an address and there will be music.
—The Old York Transcript.
Sunday morning delegates will
attend church and Sunday school
with their hostesses, and at 3 p.
Biddeford is over the top for the
m. thpre, Mil be vespers and a talk
fifth consecutive time and Saco’s
by - Miss Helen Saunders.
Vivtory Loan reaches $314,250 or
$67,250 oversubscribed with more
APPRECIATE CONDUCT OF
in sight.,
PUBLIC

” ©©©
A very large and enthusiastic
crowd greeted Tinker’s Singing
Orchestra at the Mousam Opera
House, Monday evening there be
ing one hundred twenty-two couple
present. Mr. Tinker has promised
one or more return dates during
the coming fall and winter, with
many new and special features.
He certainly will be greeted witha
record breaking house should he
play these, return engagements.
The following postcard was re
ceived from Mr. Tinker which
speaks for itself.
Before leaving Kennebunk on
my • initial appearance^ I desire to?
thank you for your kindly consider
ation of my ad in-your paper. I
wish to state also that ! admire the
Conduct of the theatre going pub
lic of your town and thank: them
fortheir appreciation of my efforts
Thanking you, J am,
Respectfully,
Mr. Frank Tinker, Mgr.
Tinker’s Jazz and Binging Orches
tra, Enroute New England.

Persons from all parts of York
County flocked M;o Waterboro last
Saturday to assist in the celebra
tion for the soldiers and sailors of
this place and adjoining towns who
served in the world war. Gov.
Milliken made a short* address.
The orator was sailor Ryan of Bos
ton?
There was an automobile parade
from South Waterboro, home of
Ralph Ramsdell, who recently re
turned from overseas the proud
owner of a cross of honor, and of.
the late Lestqr C. Burbank, who
was gassed, in action, to East Wat
erboro, thence to Waterboro Centre
and back to South Waterboro.
" A dinner ’ was served to the boys
and members of the G. A. R. post.
There were appropriate exercises
by the school children.
AH the Waterboros were a mass
of decoration.
• The celebration was brought to
a close 'with a concert and ball at
Waterboro Town Hall. >
OBITUARY

MAINE

BIDDEFORD,

We carry about everything in Crockery, Cut Glass, Glassware, Enameledware Tin aac
Woodenware, Nickle Plated Ware, Silverware, Aluminum ware, Toys, Baskets, Etc*Prices and Quality Guaranteed

Reduced Prices on

Garden Tools

50c Hoes
$L00 Hoes
50c Rakes
85c Rakes
$1.00 Rakes
$1.00 Spading Forks
$1.25 Spading Forks
$1.50, Spading Fdrks
50c Cultivators
75c Cultivators
$1.00 Cultivators
75c Potato Diggers
$1.25 Potato Diggers

39c
85c
39c
59c
85c
90c
$1.00
$1.25
45c
65c
75c
65c
$1.00

Aluminum Ware Specials

112 Pieces Pink flower decofctjOIJ
Worth $25.00 at
/2ft oo

COFFEE PERCOLATOR

SAUCE PAN SETS

Water Glass

$1.49

Was 35c a pound, now *
Lenox Soap, a cake
Ivory Soap, a cake

RUBBER HOSE

1

gIRD CAGES
OIL STOVES ftí

HAMMOCKS*-—

LAWN MOWERS

Butter Paper

$1.49

..ICE CREAM FREEZER?
CROQUET SETS L

fishing*tackel/1

Seeds

Hotel Printing

mm

DINNER SETS

Mrs. Jean. M. Chisholm Cheney,
1 Each 1 quart, 11-2, and 2 qt; Sizes, 7 Cup Size, worth $2.00 at
wife of Sherman Cheney of this
$1.98
Set of three; worth $2.50. a set
village, died bf appendicitis at the
'Webber hospital last Saturday af Rutland brand (the best) worth 45c a
30c
ternoon at 2.30 o’clock. The body quart, at
was taken to Nashua, N. H., on the
12.30 train Monday, accompanied
TEA POT
by husband and mother.
s
5 Cap Size, worth $2.00 at

Now is the Time to Order Your

DOUBLE BOILER
11-2 and 2 qt. Sizes, worth $2.50 or 2. 75
$1.98
NaSturium Seeds, drawf and tall, new at'.
BEAN POTS
10c oz.
TEA,
BALL,
TEA
POT
Sweet Pea Seeds, best mixed, new
$2.25 4 qt. size, worth 50c at
10c oz. Worth $2.75 at

U. S.-FpAGS
Fast Collòr, Cotton 3x5 feet

Whisk Brooms
Floor Broom^’

Bushel Baskets

1
I
i

Booklets, Leaflets, Note Paper, En
velopes, Circulars and Bill Heads

$2.00 Auto Chamois
50 foot Clothes Line
LANTERNS
$1,00. Lanterns
$1.40 Lanterns
$1.50 Lanterns

Let us estimate on your Commercial Printing

TENNIS RACKETS

Boys’ Velocepeds, Carts,

Linotype Composition for the Trade

Cbe ^Enterprise ¡press
46 Main Street,

Telephone 19

Kennebunk, Maine

il

CARRIES THE LARGEST AND HOST VARIED STOCK OF

K
s
§
S
$

|

Set of Baking Dishes, brown outside, white inside, fireproof
Set consists of:
1' 8-inch Covered Casserole, worth................... 75c
1 6-inch Pudding Dish, worth ________ ... 20c
1 Scinch Pudding Dish, worth............... .
15c
6 Custard Cups, worth ................... 60c

$1.70 Set for

$1.39

1
K
VACUUM BOTTLES
Pint Size worth $2.50 at

|

|

Colorite p
Emerson 35c Records
35c books of Popular Fiction

$1.98 Shelf Oil Cloth, a yd.
Table Oil Cloth, a yd.
CUT GLASS BARGAIN
$2.50 and 3.00 Spoon Trays, Bon Bons, Stone Ware Jars all sizes
Olive Trays Eic., at
$1.98 down eggs.

fl
®|

W

I

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE
»
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Biddeford’s Up-To-The-Minute Shopping Guide
..

THE STORE OF QUALITY Cr SERVICE

Women’s and Misses’
Newest Model Suits
Most inexpensively priced at

$20.00 wTo $47.50
Youthful straight lines, box and belted models
for Misses which show off to advantage the

smart vestees of various colored Silk.
Extremely smart and stylish models in

Many other pretty models suitable for Women or Misses
—all effectively trimmed with braid and buttons; also
plain tailored styled, Navy Black, Gray and Rookie,

Dresses

Capes
In a great variety of the best styles are now being
shown. Fine fabrics and good tailoring but—not
too costly. That is what you’ll find here at

sizes 16 to 47. 1

„ Reasonably priced at

16.98
Women’s Silk
Hose

and up to

.Pqplin dresses, Georgette dresses, Taffeta dresses,
Serge dresses, Figured Voile dresses. Many of
these aré new models just received, very suitable •"
for street and afternoon wear, also many pretty
styles for most any occasion.- All wanted colors *
and sizes.

Girls’ Capes
Every little girl and every big girl,
wants one of the new Summer
Capes. Made of Serge in Navy
blue, trimmed with "buttons and
Silk Poplin. Prices ........ . ...

5.5O to I3.98
Children’s Serge Coats in navy, tan
and copen. Pretty little styles in
sizes 4 to 14. Prices ..........

In Black, White, Cordovan and
colors. ' .
Fibre Silk......... 35c to $1.15 pair
PUre Silk

3.98 to 12.98

In a wide variety of styles and
weights, Black, White, Cordovan..

15c to 75c pair

1.50 to 2.25

Stylish Millinery at Depart
ment Store Prices
Showing all new things in both Trimmed and Untrimmed Hats
"Trimmed Hats in black
and colors

5.5O to 16.98
Children’s Silk Poplin Coats in
Copen, Rose, Black, Tan,, very
prettily trimmed and in various
styles becoming the little folk.
Prices . ........................ ............ .

Women s
Cotton & Lisle
Hose

Untrimmed Hats in an
endless variety of best
shapes ..........................

I.98 to 5.68

and up to

37.50
Some are unlined, some half lined, others are full
lined with handsome figured silk. Made of fine
quality Serge and Silvertone, handsomely trimmed
with braid, buttons and fringe. Navy and colors,
in sizes 16 to 44.

Waists
The new Summer models in fashionable Blouses.
The variety of thejiew blouses now coming in is al
most endless; in fact there is almost nothing the
fancy can suggest in becoming 'and beautifying
wear that is hot included or suggested in some of
the scores of new models now on display;
Beaded and embroidered Georgette Blduses, em
broidered Crepe de Chine Blouses, high also low
neck Pussy Willow silk Blouses, lace trimmed and
hand embroidered1 Voile Blouses, new frill front
and tailored blouses. Prices. ..........

'Tew Sailors in Black and
colors ............

10.00

PJay time selling of Women’s and Misses’ Coats, made of
Poplin, Serge, Velour and Sil-| _
0
_
vertone, Navy, Black & Colorsl<5*yC LU Oz’S ■

3.98 to 5.98

May time Selling of Women’s and Hisses’ Dolmans, Vel
ours, Serge and Silvertone,
rxft
——
Navy and Colors -

W 40.00

To trade at YOULAND’S is both comme il faut, et bon marche
YOÜLAND’S, is ofie of those shops where to be seen shopping is a seal not only of good
■ '
judgment, but of good taste and good business.
- ICE ON PEUT ACHETER A BON MARCHE.

W

YOULAND
The Store of Quality and Service

236 Main Street,

Biddeford»- Maine
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Why Shop in Boston When You can do Better in Portland ?
iRIMWIMBft

PORTLAND’S DEPENDABLE SHOP

A WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY

A. H. Benoit & Company

FOR MEN

Affording Unusual Economy for the Cutting of children

Where Clothing Must be correctly designed and precisely
tailored. Any garment bearing the name

THE

OUR BOYS WEAR

SMARTEST CLOTHES IN
PORTLAND, MAINE

BENOIT

Is known especially for their splendid service-giving

QUALITIES

SUITS
SPORT CLOTHES
HATS

Assures the‘wearer of form and service in ALL seasons
and Under ALL conditions—A seal that no imitatioii can satisfy. Ask for the genuine

KUPPENHEIMER SUIT
.

FOR BOYS

The styles are all new, many exclusive, smart combinations
and unequaljed bargains
x
i

LET US DRESS THE BOY
Jn a Kneekut Pants, 6.00 to $18.00. Is the price that gives
singificance to our request to let Us dresS that boy of yours

$30.d0-7$60.0(l is a perfect answer to what ideal values
< ottght to be expressed in fabric, tailoring and style.

MODISH—PRACTICAL

BENOIT’S

WISE INVESTMENT FOR

A pair of Shoes for any man or boy vogued with the stamp

THE
CIVILIAN AND THE

BENOIT’S

SOLDIER

Will win the commendation of the most critical
menber of the

BESIDES

Has, reached its high degree of perfection and met thé
^nanyrrigid service tests by Quality STANDARDS,
Quality PRODUCTION and Quality
THOROUGHNESS

FAMILY
OUR BUYERS

The wife and mother

HABERDASHERY—The man of character naturally in
sists on accessories of character

Long trained* experts go over each garment to make sure
C they are right-in every detail, and that there are
no imperfections—the patron gets what he
wants—its value is made certain by
the name on ttie suit.

BENOIT’S

Frank N. Low & Co
272-278 Middle St.

Mrs. A. G. C. Libby of Libby
Farms, was a visitor at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Perkins of
Highland Ave., Thursday of last
week.
When in Kennebunk call at Lar
rabee’s Music Room and hear some
bf our good records.
Adv.
Mrs. Ada Davis and son« Louis
Mrs. Bertha Whitloek is working returned home here the first of the
'Amtmg local people who attend
ed the Methodist Ladies Aid Sup for, Mrs. George H. Littlefield.
week.
per at Maryland Ridge, Wednesday
Mrsf Sarah Grant and mother,
I,’evening were Rev. and Mrs. Laite, Mrs. Jacobs, returned to this vil
I Mr. and^Mrs. Frank Jacobs, Mrs. lage the past week, after spending GOOD WORK FOR THE BOOM
Roland. Maxwell, and little girl, the winter in Boston.
*;Mrs. Clifford Ramsdell and. son,
There is such a much talk going*
Mrs. V. E. Hommond, who has
/Mgs. Minnie Carter, Dr. and Mrs.
.JSmith, Miss Katheryn Smith, Mrs. been spending the winter with her on as tg the boom—talk that never
Andrew Whitlock,. Miss Lillian daughter, was a visitor at her home gets very far beyond the teeth, that
Whitlqpk, Mr. Walter B. Littlefield near Libby’s Farm a few days the we are glad to welcome the follow
past week.
and Mrs. Herbert,Littlefield.
ing with the same space the writer
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Parady en gave it inhis paper. This is cer-1
Mrs. James Brewster, and daugh
jter, Eva «Louise, and Mrs. Ruben tertained company over the week tainly talk of some purpose from
Dörfel- were North'Berwick visitors end.
the Lubec Herald.
."Wednesday.
Grandmothers’ roots and herbs
> Dr..*and’ Mrs Gordon entertain as. welFas the latest in drugs and BLUEBERRY RAISING GROWS
ed Sirs. Gordon’s brother and Wife medicines are to be had at Fiske’s
Drug store? oi> the, corner, Kenne
INTO PAYING BUSINESS
of Plymouth the past week,
bunk.
Adv.
Miss Nelile Mitchell was in town
Mrs. Joseph Clark has been suf Still Room for Land Owners to
•one day the past week. ’
fering from a bad cold the past
Reap Profits at Small Outlay
1 ‘Corp. Thofhas^ Glover, of Lynn, week.,
Mas§., wtio has>just returned from
The blueberry raising busi
Carrol Clark of Bowdoin College
two years service, “oyer seas” was
the guestof.Mrs. Bertha Whitlock spent Sunday with his parents Mr. ness is rapidly becoming a consid
erable industry in Lubec, and if
and . family three days . last week, and Mrs. Joseph B. Clark.
Mr. Glover was a Canadian Soldier,
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Hutchins the owners of land keep on clear
, and 'was one of the boys who went and. Mrs. Mary Davis, enjoyed a ing it up and burning the territory
-oyer th'e top several times, he was trip to Dover Thursday, Mr. ’‘Ted”
wounded-iji the leg although not Crotty taking them by automobile. over, we shall soon be able to sup
port a blueberry factory for a cou
/ seriously, out.for all the suffering
The Ogunquit Literary Club en
andRardships he has been through' joyed ’ a banquet at Clark's Hotel ple of months a year. The country
. stages Jie’ig willing'to go back if Saturday
evening seventy-four for many miles about here is high
• his country needs him. ' These are members and inviteU guests being and particularly adapted to blue
. the kind pi beys-we should take present, after the banquet music
berry raising, and for the last five
bur hats off to.'
and a Literary Program was enjoy years the owners have been waking
Mr. C. IS. Graves of Wells was an ed. Mr. Rymond Brewster acted
. Ogunquit visitor, Sunday.
as Toastmaster, followed by others up to. their opportunities and
realizing good profits. The aver
Mrs. Herbert Bragdon of Am- who made appropriate remarks.
age profit from an acre of blue
The
evening
will
be
one
long
to
be
& her^t, Mass» was the guest of rela
remembered by all those who had berry land is said to be about $100,
tives'’here, a few days recently.
and as not fertilizer or cultivation
the pleasure bf being present.
Mrs; Mary Udlqmyan Bragdon who
is necessary these berries are a
•; has beefi- spending^the winter with
The Menu was as follows :—
quick and profitable crop. Among
* Mr.% and Mrs*- Herbert ’Bragdon of
those who are doing an increasing
Grape Fruit, Marschino
Amherst returned to Wells Ffiday.
business in this line áre Ralph W.
Clam. Stew
■ Mrs. Bragdon accompanied her. *; Queeii Olives
Mixed Pickles Caxnpell, W. I. Godfrey, James E.
Kelley and L. B. McFadden, and
Boiled Ham
/Mr. apd Mrs, S.’R. Stevens and
daughter Beulah, and Mrs. V. E. .«Stuffed Young Turkey, Cranberry several in Trescott are also reap
ing many bushels a year, but only
Sauce
Hammoiid, spept Suflday .'at the
Green Peas a small part of the territory has
home of CL F. Bteyeri^ near Mary Mashed Potatoes
yet been touched. The whole sec
land Ridge.
Fresh Lobster, Mayonnaise
tion from Porcupine mountain to
Master Raiford Hammond of .Vanilla and Strawberry Ice Cream the East Machias line is partically
West Kennebunk, spent the week Peach Short Cake, Whipped Cream all blueberry land. What berries
Chocolate Cake
end with his aunt and uncle Mr. Angel Cake
are produced are marketed mostly
Hermits
and Mrs. S._ R. Stevens of Highland
Bananas in East Machias, where the Gaddis
Fruit
. Oranges
Ave.
Brothers have a factory, and some
Cheese
Crackers
When in Kennebunk make your
go to Dennysville.
Coffee
headquarters at Fiskes drug store7 Mr. Orson Perkins is building a
Someone with an eye to business
on the.corner.
hew. Garage, and expects to start» will have a factory here before a
iswMtoCL Wz Ha^^shd ofj*'. \st
P^Fish. Business again June great while as it would be right in
th^ center of production.

WELLS AND OGUNQUIT

FIT YOURSELF and YOUR BOY,

Portland

With just the Correct Thing — Correct Style in Stock,
Underwear, Neckwear and Ties—Always Trim
and Suitable for Any Occasion

Supreme Court
at Alfred
Session Promises to
Lengthy One
The honorable supreme judicial
court within and for the county of
York came in Tuesday morning
with the * usual simple but impres
sive ceremonies and almost imme
diately plugged into the first busi
ness of the May term, the empanel
ing of the jurors and the calling of
the docket.
Court Organization.
. The. court organization is as fol
lows :
Justice presiding—Hon. John A.
Morrill, Auburn.
Stenographer—John A. Hayden,
Portland;
Sheriff—Haven A. Roberts, San
ford.
County attorney—Franklin R.
Chesley, Saco.
Clerk of courts—Frank D. Fenderson, Limerick.
Crier—Forrest G. Spofford, No.
Kennebunkport.
Deputy sheriff in charge of the
grand jury—Frank S; Coffin, Ber
wick.
*
Deputy sheriff in charge of the
first traverse jury—Daniel E. Gar
land, Parsonsfield.
Deputy* in« charge of second tra
versejury—Charles T. Ricker, Wa
terboro.
Messenger—Charles H. Swàsey,
Wells Depot.
Chaplain—Rev. Louis H. Stough
ton, Alfred.
The Grand Jury
The members of the grand jury
were first called, and after answer
ing the roll call, they were excused
until 2 o’clock.
It is expected the grand jury will
rise some time Thusday: There is
not much business in sight for the
grand jurors.
The Traverse Juries,
Thé impaneling of the traverse
juries was next in order. The fol
lowing were excused : George A.
Anthoine, Janies E. Gowen and
Herbert L. Currier of Biddeford,
Archie R. Clark of Kennebunk,
Thbmas Chick, Jr., of Wells, Elmer

H. Meserve of Kennebunkport,
Eugene Paul of Eliot, Harry M.
Sawyer of Limington, Free Wilson
of Eliot.
Thomas Chick, Jr., of Wells,
stated that he had walked all the
distance from Wells, 14 miles, in
order to be at court on time. He
was pretty well tired out as he
started early to make the long distai\ce.
The makeup of the first traverse
jury is as follows:
Alphonse E. Libby, Saco, fore
man.
Ernest W. Allen, North Berwick.
John M. Bernier, Sanford.
Hermah L. Hersom, Acton.
William T. Perkins, Saco.
Charles W. JPlaisted, York.
Nicholas Robinson, Did Orchard.
Fred B. Ross, Lyman.
William A. Totman, Buxton.
Preston M. Usher, Hollis.
Lionel H. Williams, Sanford.
By Clyde Forsythe ."
.
Mark Worcester, Berwick.
Shows a doughboy returning' from a raid upon the Boche trenches loaded
with souvenirs.
The second traverse jury is as
follows:
Alfred R. Smith, Dayton foreman
,, Clarence T. Carll, Waterboro.
William D._ D. Churchill, Parsonsfield. ■ Frank W. Hanson, Sanford.
George F; Heniger, Sanford.
. (By U. S. Senator Femald of Me inej
Frank H. Junkins, Lebanon.
My Dear Mr. Allen:
> William Lebarge, Biddeford.
The first reason why we shoniW subscribe to the “Victory“ LiixSi
Eleazer E. Mana, Acton.
Bonds is because we are a part of this great Nation and this issue t
Albert L. Simpson^ Saco.
Bonds is necessary to pay our Nation’s expenses, incurred in carry! |
William L. Smith, North Kenne
on the most wicked and atrocious war ever known in the world’s hi I
bunkport.
tory.
Lawrence Staples, Shapleigh.
We fought that war because we believed this government of oi l
Supernumerary:
the best on earth and worth saving. Tf we had not fought it, we W|
have been the slaves of Germany. To save our government, to P>I
Elihu Parker, Cornish.
tect our homes and families, we as a people were willing to enter t|
Divorce Cases
conflict, and every citizen from the oldest to the youngest was aflH
It-was announced that all conto do this.
tested divorce cases would be taken
And now that the war is over we must pay the bills—and payé//
up after the civil docket. It is un
just as willingly as. we fought, and for the self-same purposM■
derstood that there are a number
country.
of contested divorce cases for this
The second reason for buying these “Victory'’ Bonds is beR
term.
they are the best investment under thé sun: they are absolutely»^
There was a large attendance of
the terms of purohase are easy, and they yield a sure and satlsiniB
attorneys at the opening of court
return.
and ; the indications are that it
|gw-tbe “Victory” Liberty Loan!
will be one of the longest terms for
a number .of years.

All Together for the Victory f
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, At the meeting of the G. A. R.
veteraris in thé Board of Trade
rooms last Saturday afternoon ttie
attendance was so small that an
other meeting has been appointed
I
|<Mrs. N. S. Harden Davis and for this week. See notice.
Mrs. Flora. King have been in Bos
The
Maine
Federation
of
ton attending the mid-season open Women’s Clubs is being held at the
ings.
Augusta House, that city, Wednes
day and Thursday Of this week.
EDr. and Mrs. J. Starr Barker Mrs. Harry Burnham of this vil
haVe returned from their trip to lage is’ on the program and is at
Washington, D. C., and other points tending.
of interest.
The May term of Supreme Court
Mr. George Parsons has return
ed to his home on Summer street is in sesion with Justice J. A. Mor
after being away on a long bush rill presiding. It is expected to be
one of the, longest and busiest
ness trip.
terms for several years] There are
r Mr. a^d Mrs. Albion Littfield and many civil cases but the criminal
granddaughter Phylis Bray of docket] is, light.
york Harobr were tbe guests of
The Acme program published
Miss Lottie Stevens Sunday., •
last week by the Enterprise Press
The Delta Alpha Class held a made-such a hit that the Empire
most enjoyable meeting at the Con and Jefferson theatres of Portland
gregational Chapel. Tuesday eve_>
ning pf this week. Mrs. N. P. Eve and the City Opera House Bidde
leth and Miss Dorothy Brown were ford will each have one issued from
this office—Next?
fepstesses.

LOCAL NOTÉS

Atlantic Shore Railway
NOTICE!
On June 1, 1919, the passenger rates will be changed
from 7c to 8c cash fare (e^icept between Sanford and
Springvale, where there will be no change) and on tickets
from 55c for strip of nine to 50c for strip of seven. Schol
ars’ ticket books will advance from $2.00 to $2.50.
Tickets of current or earlier issue will not be accepted
for passage after May 31st but will be redeemed at cost at
the offices at Town House, Kennebunkport, or at the agency
at Sanford. The reason for this Is that the ticket rider
under the new rates is paying more than the rider who
.bought his tickets before the change, and ottr attention is
called to this as unfair discrimination, and the redemption
is made according to the desire of the Public Utilities Com
mission. This method was also followed by the Federal
Railroad Administration when fates were advanced on
road under Federal Control.
I The reason for this advance in the passenger tariff is
due to large increases in payroll soon to take effect. It
seems most desirable that patrons of the ATLANTIC;
SHORE RAILWAY be informed of these changes through
the medium of the press, and this advertisment appears in
all the papers in the communities served by the Railway, in
order that it begiven as wide publicity as possible.
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Theodore Cousens "spent the
There* is a sale now going on at
The bargain room on Friend Street, weekend with his parents. . He at
tends Phillips-Exeter.
t The Pythian, Sisters have decid
ed to givo a supper, short entertain ’ The Enterprise Press wishes to
ment and dance and the date set is cal! the attention of the tiusiriess
Monday, May 26th.. 4$ a Welcome people to the splendid service
Home to ottr local boys. Keep which is being rendered by the
right on they cani’t have too many Robinson Express CoY’of Kenne
good times given them. Full par bunkport], Kennebunkand Port
ticulars of the event will be given land. - For three days jri succes
sion we have had an occasion for
later.
rush orders. The order was given
The first big electrical storm of at * 9 a. ni. and at three; the goods
the season struck the village about were delivered. The other two
10.30 o’clock Sunday night, and days were duplicate of the first.
lasted some little time. There was Too much cannot be said ini praise
a Jot of thunder and lightning and of ttie excellent service rendered
many could not sleep while- it last and it would seem to fill a long felt
ed. . There was a heavy downpour want. See hdv; jh another column.
of rain at times. No damage was
reported.

Six members, of the Epworth
League from the local church at
tended the District Epworth
League Meeting held at the Wash
ington Street Church in Pprtland
last Monday afternoon. They madè
the- trip; by auto, and thoroughly
enjoyed the same as. well as the in*
teresting and instriptive meeting.
Fidelis Class, of tbe Baptist
Church met with Mrs. Haven Kim
ball last Monday evening.' A
Social and Business. Meeting was
held. Refreshment^ of cake and
sherbert was served by the hostess
Games, reading arid sonigs was en
joyed. Ths next meeting will be
held; at the homerif Mrs. Hattie
Welch ón Brown St.thefirst Tùèsday imJune.
The Enterprise, although a ten
page edition, this week, would have
come out Wednesday night-had not
the. fibre gear on ottr linotype mo
tor broke and we were obliged to
.telephone to New York for anòther
which caused the: delay. Never
mirid we have abóut decide!, to
change the day of publication to
Thursday evening and mail out the
edition Eri day morning.
This
would better accoriimodate our
many advertisers and also some òf
our correspondents. '

FIRST GAME Of
SEASON ON PEAY
GROUNDS
GO

COMMUNITY MEETING

j

The Woman’s Missionary Society'
of the Congregational Church will (
hold a meeting in their- chapel'
Tuesday, May 13th at 2 o’clock.
Miss >01ive Gibson of Columbus,
Ohio, the speaker of the afternoon,
will jell of ttie work of the Schauffler School. . The members of -the
missionary socities of the local
churches also of the Congregation
al churches of Biddeford, Saco,
Kennebunkport and Wells will be
the guests. Jt is hoped a large
number will attend.

STRANGE COINCIDENCE
0^0

New York, May 7,—On the same
day the peace treaty was handed
to thé’German delegates, thé fourth
anniversary of the striking of the
steamship Lusitania by a Gerihàn
torpedo with the loss of more than
1,000’ lives, Was observed-here today with a meriiorial service at the
Cathedral of St. John the Divine,
attended, by 800 persons, including
survivors and relatives of victimsof thetragédy.
Hand embroidery arid plain sew
ing done at the bargain room on
Friend street.

The Jeweler Who Satisfies
161 Main Street,

Biddeford, Maine

Next Door to Biddeford National Bank

Jewelry of distinction and quality, DiamondRings, La Tausca Pearls, fine Watches pf]Americ|
manufacture, (Waltham, Hamilton and Illinois).
Rings in, all the newest shades ofcojoredston^
Agents for u
Community Silver and
1847 Rogers Silverware

Cut Glass
Parisian Ivoiy

If you are not one of our customers (we have a goodly number from
this locality) give us an opportunity to render to you the' good service
that our position enables us to offer you. '

Enterprise 52 Copies $1.00

Kennebunk, opened their first game of
base-ball at home Saturday with a vic
tory over K’p<?rt> 9 to 7. • Kennebunk
pounded Mitchel hard, getting 15 hits
for‘a total of 24 bases.

KENNEBUNK.
Burk If
Wood ss
Young 2b
Coombs c
Davis 3b
Waddington lb
Silver cf
J. Nadeau rf
Marshall p

Totals
K’PORT
Gould 2B
Hanscomb ss.
Numan c
Maling 3b
Landry lb . 4
Montgomery cf
Mitchel p
Day If \
Baker rf

AB
,5
;4
5
4
6

5
4
4

R BH TB
2 4 9
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
3 4
2 3
1 1
0
1

41 >■ 9 15

11 Alfred Street
Coming To Biddeford To Do Your Shopping ?

DON’T fail to Visit the Popular Stores of
Good Values, Good Merchandise
'and Lowest Prices

24

AB R BH TB
3 2 Ó ’P
5. 2 1 ' 2
.A -, 1 .'>3 5
5 Ò 0 0
3 . 0 1 2
3 *0 0 0
14 0 0 0
4 2 2 3
4 0 0 0

Rev. P. C. Clark, formerly pastor
of the Baptist Church at Wells De
pot, who hah just Returned, from
France, where he served as stretch
er bearer with the MacLean Kilties
the orijy Scotch regiment recruited
in the United States, will resume
his pastoral work in some Western
Maine church as soon as tie .re
Totals
■ 37< • 7 7. I? ,
covers.from the wounds hé receiv-. Kennebunk
0 1 16 0 1 OOH—9
ed While going “through the wire,”,,K’ports >
0 0 2 0 3 1 0 0 1 —7
in No Man’s Land at" Cambrai. His Home Yun —Burk, Two-base tuts—
left arm was paralyzed by a bullet. Burk two,; Wood one, Davis one, Wad
He was succeeded as pastor of the ,dington one, Silver one. Struck out
Wells Depot church by Henry A. by Mitchel 5, by Marshall 3. t Umpire,
Hall.
Colman.

We carry a large variety of Up-To-The-Minute Suits, Coats, Dolman^,
Capes, Dresses, Skirts, Waists, Underwear and Hosiery. In fact a most com
plete line of lingerie for the most exclusive as well as the closesr buyer Being
outside the High Rept Zone enables us to. offer Better Values at Lower fried
Call and be convinced.

H. POLAKEW1CH
11 Alfred Street

Ehddeford, Main
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Which You Must Have This Spring
Why not let it be a good one

This is the day of economy and conservation, and every patriotic ]
man is heeding the call of Uncle Sam.

In order to practice economy it is very essential to own a “good” suit. Cheap clothes are extra
vaga nt and wasteful, and economy is never practiced through low prices, but rather through the amount
of good service you get out of your clothes

Clothes may be scarce with many stores, but we have plenty for our customers actual needs, and there
is not a single factor contributing to a throughly satisfying suit service that is not offered in greater measure than elsewhere.

IN A VARIETY OF STYLE FEATURES; IN ACCURATE AND PAINSTAKING FIT;
IN TAILORING SUPERIORITY;

IN FABRIC RELIABILITY; IN SUPER-ABUNDANT

VALUE GIVING.
THIS LIVE APPAREL ORGANIZATION OFFERS THE UTMOST TO MEN OF ALL AGES,

BUILDS AND FASHION

TENDENCIES IN SUITS

20.00

27.50

30.00

illlllllllllllllliilll
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35.00

BErNOIT-DCINN
256 Main Street

40.00

45.00

GO

Biddeford, Maine
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Why Shop in Boston When You can do Better in Portland ?
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J. R. LIBBY
PORTLAND,

ONLY A BOY

“He’s only a boy,” the Neighbor’s
said
’
As l/iey stood and gazed as he
lay in his trundle bed.
Not so, tho’t the mother, as, with a
>sigh
She rocked him to and fro sing
ing a sweet lulaby.
From a street little baby to a dear
chap he grew,
And for mischeivous pranks* he
learned not a few,
To daddy, he’d say, “When I get a
big man :•
I’ll run all errands and help all
I can.”
|H5

Then from a chap he became a lad
And what a pal, he was, to his
dear old dad. ,
War was declared and the lad vol
unteered
“That’s right, my son,” the father
said, “Thank God we’ve no
coward here.”
With a good bye to all those he held
most dear *
• ,
He sailed away with happy heart
_ and never a fear,
To the tren^hesandfront lines he
was sent to fight,
And, oh, how he fought from
morn till night.

A hero he became and a cross he
won,
Oh, how proud, dad was, of his
. only son.
At last, one day, when the heaviest
fighting was on
The boy was shot, what a victory
he had won!
These words were sent to his
mother and dear old dad,
“Ah, stop and think of the brave
and noble lad
Who gave up his life-for the coun
try and to help make peace,
Aslong as the world lives praise
for him will ne’er cease.”

“So we buried him ‘over there,’ in
sunny France,
The lad who was so willing to
take a chance.
God rest his soul as he lies buried
there,
Another hero in God’s acres will
share.”
—Mrs. Maude E. Sidelinger
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MAINE

LIBERTY FIRES TO BLAZE ALL luxury—we mean luxuries, and
“AMERICAN SNOBS”
their methods, and last but not
? r OVERi WORLD.
taxable-;; in the latter case*.not..
least to enjoy Old Orchard Beach
New York merchants are collecting
and ?its varied attractions, will
Oneofthe humors of diplomacy
r -Bonfires will be, lighted all .over the tax and .then not collecting the
W®
make a break in the routine of —at least of American diplomacy—
the United-States on the night of, tax according to the view poinfof^
The following letter is being school .and Government * duties is the sudden change in the point,
the expert who -sells the article?-^
the; signing of peace.
sentito air Scout; Masters of York Which have occupiecLall lately, and of view of many of our compatriots
'; The 463,849 members <of -the Boy or is it article? So Commission'
the
Scouts
will
return
to
their
new
They
begin
to
despise
trade.
One
and Cumberland Counties.
*1
¡Scouts .¿fr America will carry out Roper has been asked to put corse
duties with new zeal.
¡frequently hears: “My husband/is
.in their proper place officially.
“Picking ’em out, aqpj?”: asked in this country the plan of Lieuten
May we count upon your atten ' only a business man, of course, but
ant-General Sir Robert Badenr, wquldrlikei to .be sure, in f
Old Orchard Beach, Maine dance and cooperation? An early you know my great-grandmother the general of a. Yank busily en PoWbll,-the head of the British Boy whether the, botheration sing
.
was presented at the court of Dres- gaged qn the seams of his shirt. April 26,1919. reply will be appreciated.
Or plural is underwear; or; if
den under President Tylor, and I.
“No, sir, general, I’m; taking Scouts,. who has suggested that “underwhere.” Unofficial rulir
Dear Scoutmaster:—
Address all correspondence to really think that I have a right to them • * as they, come.”,
the. millions of Boy Scouts the
: . A four days encampment for the
world oyer celebrate the signing of are badly mixed. In the meantiScoutmaster C. R. L. Snow,
see the King and Queen, under the
Boy Scout Troops of York and Cum
peace by appropriate ceremonials if the portion of our womens’ ||||
circuihstances.
”
“
Has
your
wife
a
’
sense
of
Old Orchard Beach, Maine
berlandf Counties^ will be held at
and the burning of enormous fires. parel in dispute Whs worn' “unc \
,, You may ask the lady, with. a humor?”?
Old'Orchard Beach Oh Friday,Sat
This/ world-round chain; of bon somewhere” by any large majoi
view of finding some polite way
“No, I don’t think so,”, said Mr.
of the tender sex of the world, th
urday, Sunday and Monday, May
out, whether she has ever gone to Bore. . ‘‘I have told her the same fires will mark ihe cleansing of the
N.
B.
Both, 31st, June 1st and June 2nd,
¡the White House or rot, or paid joke over and over and; xj- don’t nations .from, war and the light of might be some sense in trying
Provisions
and
other
supplies
under the auspices of Troop 1, Old
new hope which shines from land rate if as a necessity-r-but the. data .
may be purchased locally if desir- her respects to the First, Lady of think she has.laughed at it moçe to lard and sea to sea -today, be are all against it. Not a bad thing
Orchard.
the Land in her own country/ She than twice in her whole life.”
bd. /
cause* of the great victory which ' for profiteering—1; What!
00®
This encampment will be con
Wpodwill be furnished in four (may tell you that she neveç had,
ducted on a semi-military basis foot-lengths. Bring your axe.
any desire to see president’-s wives ; /“The army must be a terrible has Wst been won in the name of
liberty and democracy. ,
.
and entirely under canvas. Each
Let us knowifyour troop is in they are just like other people; place,” said Aunt, Samanthy, look
The Boy. Scoutsfof America, who
HOME EMPLOYMENT
>1
troop will furnish its Own equip terested or qualified in any partic but she hears that Queen Alexan ing up from the paper.
BRAIDING rugs for us is pleasv
ment including tents, . blankets, ular event. ,
“What makes, you think so?” are dedicated; to "the ideals for
dra is visiting in Copenhagen, and
Which the'war was fought and Won/ ant, easy, well-paid work. W .
cooking utensils and four ¿ays ra
Bring your musical instruments. she would like so much to tell her asked her spousè.
goodwill and human brotherhood,
how_greatly
she
has
helped
the
“
Why
just
think
what
a
place
it
tions. Troop 1, Old Orchard, will
particulars address Phelps & Pi
Endeavor to arrange with school
provide fuel, straw fpr beds, and a officials, for necessary absences. ’ cause of good wopianhodd all over must be where beds is bunk, and weloomb* the ' opportunity when- hain, Inc.; 344. Anderson StrW A
peace
again
shall
rule,
the
world
meals is mess.
camp site centrally located?within
Jan. 8th -19‘
Automobiles andbicyclesWill be the world.
and when the new democracy, with Portland, Me.
; The? snobbishness - of a certain
few minutes walk of railroad sta suitably cared for. 1
its
clearer
vision
and
greater
free

tion, electric car > lines- and the
“What, Jones has gone mad
City water will be provided on class of Americans ought to be
dom fpr aH peoples, is. ushered in;
beach.
the grounds and sanitation will re considered only from a humorous suddenly; now who is going to pay
'is planned that every^one. qf
point
of
view;
it
does
not
cut
very
his
note?
”
There.will be a regular program ceivemost careful attention. '•
the 16,619 troop of the Boy Scouts
deep;
it
does
not,
after
all,
show
a
“
Oh,
hot
him,
”
said,
Brown;
he
,
If
there
are
other
troops
in
your
for each day which is now tenta
in America shall join in the celebra
tively announced as follows:— community, kindly pass this infor radical defect in character, but, is mad, but not so bad off! as: that.” bratioh, which will take place the
mation along. We. may havd Over as it is,a paradox—and ¡a; sense of
.Preparations .for the bonfire will
BEANSE&rr.,
FÛTS
Friday—A. M.., Registration; looked them.
humor is, after all, essentially
The.hostess—“Oh, my dear? Pro
P. M.,¡Special Memorial Day Exer
paradoxial—it ought 'nbt, to be fessor,why did ypu not bring your be made in advance. Scouts in
1 6TAMP£D*0 EVERY
Swasey Bean Pots ate on safe*
General Ba,den-Powell has sent
cises.
taken seriously. Why a young gdod wife?”
’ • at alt first class stares »-■
Thé Professor—“That is it! It Scouts in all countries engaged in
Portland, Maine
Saturday—A. M., Continued Reg THE VAGARIES OF THE; LAW. man, subsisting on the profits of
trade, should, when he comes to seemed to me that I had forgotten nhis work on. that might^it would
istration,’ parade; P. M., Track
give
a
common
task
such
as
would
Europe, begin to look down on the something.”
Meet, Feed, Movies.
bring them together in spirit and
Over in New York the court— bourgeoisie, js inexplicable ; and
x Sunday^—A? M., Church (option the U. S. Court at that, has just why he should disregard the patent
Victor Hugo was dining one day tend to strengthen the bond which
al) ;P. M., Nature Walks, Camp decided that while the plaintiff, in Met that the foundation- of our I at, ,a hotel in Brussells. At a neigh is already being forger.”
Services. _
It has not as yet been decided
this'case a nephew of the Astors, wfrolé diplomatie system—in mon boring table sat a diner Who sud
what the local scouts will do about
Monday— A. M„ / Inter-troop is sane in Virginia, under a de archical countries we do'hot dare denly said :
the matter. •
“I see that you are French.”
games and contests ; P. M., Break cision of the courts of thatstate,, to say it out, loud—is commercial,
and . insane, under a decision of the passés all understanding. The
Camp.
“HoW db you ¡see that;?” asked
CORSETS ARE WHAT?
Thè track meet will consist of courts of the state of New Ybrk, neophyte who says to you : “I am the author of Hernani.
“Because you cat so much
the following events: 50 yd. dash, he is, for the purposes of the action Writing home that I met my first
New York and Washington au
100 yd, dash, 220 yd. dash, 440 yd. in the U. S. courts, as Sane as any real eountess to-day, and I feel ¡bread?’
“Ah, indeed ! I think ÿbu are a thorities and the Commissioner of
run, half mile run^ mile run, run one. And they say the law is a very inuch like ; the man who was
given his first view of a lion in a German.”
“luxury taxes” are all tangled up
ning high jump and running broad scienceLong ago the trial of Louis XVI menagerie, and said : ‘Thai ain’t no . -“And why so?” returned: the over the question as to whether
jump. ’Entries must be in by May
is respectable. He came other.
corsets are “underwear” or just
15th. Gold, silver and bronze of France was a farce. In Eng lion’
“Because you eat so much of plain lingerie de lux. In the form
medals will be awarded for the first land the trial and conviction of out for to see persons of .rank, but
Charles First was mob jaw ending the blase young man whb declares everything«”
er càseit—they^the corsets, are a
three places in each event.
in a single-handed lynching ,by that he is bored by princesses and
Registration fee of 50c per Scout Cromwell». But the right was then really cannot endure court func
“Why did you go to war?” asked
must be recèived on or before May as, today,; in the final analysis, tions is notât all respéctable. The a wounded
Sammy of another. /
15th. Each troop must be in the Might; and who to appeal to.
first is frank; the second/is abso
“I have no family and I like war.
A Grand Showing of
charge of its official Scoutmaster
Now one wonders “If the world lutely insincere and artificial. The And youj”
or a responsible adult leader.
has ever-seen a trial at Idwto com American girl invited to dinner
“Oh, me! I have a mother-inArrangements are being ihade to pare With that of the former Kai says: “I do hope ÿou Will have a law, and I like peace.” ?
secure National Field Scout Com ser.” Surely, ifJt is consumated, princess,” is worth the trouble of
and much lower prices on
missioner R. N. Berry and other old “EX POST FACTO”; will be as trying to get a princess for her; .¡ An American, visitor) to the
prominent Scout officials who will dead as the Munroe Doctrine.
but the young lady who, tells you Marne 'battlefield, purchased a
have general supervision òf the . It will be some trial. Here is that her presentation, at St. Jame’s German gun stock from aicpuniry?;
encampment,
the.indictment. /‘Supreme offence was such a frightful bote; and she man. The sellor thought that it
It*is believed that the out-door against international morality and does hope she will not have to go was his duty, to rub the dirt off the
life, camping and cooking in the sancty of treaties.! Is not that through that thing again, is evi souvenir before delivery—“Don’t
open, contact with other troops language mirifique—incomparable, dently a poseuse.
do that!” said the American. “The
I
PORTLAND
-Maurice Frances Egan in Colliers soil of France is too precious?’
and the. opportunity to observe peerless?
TROOP 1
ROY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

Crumbs from the
Jester’s Table

Eat More Beansm
n

Enterprise

$1,00 H YEAR

Summer Rugs
Linoleums

TORTEOUS, MITCHELL & BRAUN CO

one
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Why Shop in Boston When You can do Better in Portland ?
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Feeding the Yi n k 3 Division

!

THE HOTEL ARGUMENT
®®®

Comparisons may be odius but
they are the only method of judg.ing what can be done in one town
by what has been done in another,
and doing it better. We have a
town ihat'offers unexcelled scenery
good roads; sea foods can be had
on demand. There are a hundred
short automobile trips,t and ferry
connection with a dozen more.
Why would not a hotel pay?
“Because” one says “we are too
far away.”
From what?
Are we any further from Har
rington or Dennysville, or Machias,
pi* Calais, than those places are
from here? ' Every pleasant Sun
day in the summer this town drops’
■say a hundred dollars into the
hotel treasuries ofJhese towns. Is
it not reasonable to suppose that
this will work the other way about?
Well,, you can’t find the right
people to run it” another objects.
Why are there any hotels ^runn
ing at all, then? Is the supply of
The Y. M. C. A- fed the entire YD on the day, of the big parade—28,880 human beings running out, or
doughboys were served between 11 and 12.30.
what?
“No railroad” chimes1 in another
joy killing crape hanger.
What do we want of a railroad
as far as regards a hotel ? There
açe 15p automobiles in Lubec, ca
pable of transporting a third of
our population out of town on a
single Sunday. Isn’t that good
Y. M. C. A. Supplies Coffee and And Twenty Overseas “Y” Men enough, considering \the fact that
bur roads are a model for the coun
March in Parade
, Sandwiches A^mg Line of
ty? •
Assembly.
As long as people run automo
Lunching the 26th Division the day
It took nearly 200 women and 250 of the parade was the biggest single biles, «at and sleep, and demand
on the Y. M. C. A*s' program of their money’s worth of service—
men to feed the Yankee division be item
hospitality but there were other de
fore the parade, and when the last tails that-would have loomed large and get it, a hotel will pay almost
doughboy had finished the substantia,! except by this comparison. For in anywhere. Twenty thousand dol
hmeh ps®viOed by the Y. M. Ô. A a stance the National War Work Coun lars will put one here that will
cil were responsible for the housing, draw unthought of business., 1 We
good many of the volunteer workers the boarding of 2880 men, nearly a
do not see the business now, be
had labored for 48 hours practically full regiment for as long as they were
cause there is no reason why we
in Boston. From the time they a&without Best.
should.
At - an early hour in the ■ morning rived from Devens on Thursday until
Twenty years ago every general
they entrained Saturday these men
huge
and navy vans and dozens were the personal guests of the Y. store in Lubec sold drug’s, mediof motor trucks provided by business M. -CL A. Half _. of this number cihes, hardware, boots, shoes, cloth
houses and generous Bostonians be were put up by the Boston Y. ing, ploughs, jewelry, peanuts,
gan to load with great piles of hmeh M. 0. A. on Huntington Avenue, the harnesses and everything else. “ACambridge building and the Army
boxes and cans of coffee, which were and Navy “Y” in Charlestown. The shoè; store never’ll pay here” they
immedfately carried to 80 odd sta other half were' distributed about in were wont to say. But we. have
tions established in the Back Bay the local Association buildings of today one exclusive shoe store and
along the line of assembly. By 10^0 Lynn, Malden, Melrose, Quincy, New five other places making them a
the supplies were ready at the vari ton, Chelsea, Everett, Wakefield and
ous points, workers . had assembled Somerville. Transportation was pro profitable side line. We have two
and the distribution began at 11-15.
vided by the “Y” in and out of Boston modern stores selling drugs almost
Each station was in charge of a tor the men billeted out of town.
exclusively, with a few small side
supervisor who had a large corps of
A special feature of the week ab lines. . We have two hardware
f'Y” canteen workers, secretaries Devens was the presence of a large stores and a jewelry store.
brought in from all parts of New number of the “Y" secretaries who
Now we have a dozen places
England, and civiliaai aids, and served served overseas with the division.
units of about 600 soldiers with a box MostMv of these men and women where people may eât a lunch, or
constating of/ two large sandwiches, marched with the troops in the par stay all night.
one of ham and one of tongue, a slice ade, «ach one with the outfit he was
Why yvill not a specialized place
ef cake, an apple,"a box of candy, a associated with at the front.
pxckngo of 20 cigarettes and a card
Conspicuous amongst these were: pay as well in this line as ip the
of matches. Coffee to the amount of Dr. C. E. Hesselgrave, Divlstonal Sec case of a drug store or a shoe
3500 gallons was poured into the retary with ■ the 26th, whose, home , to store?
men's cups, ar to the case of dis in Manchester,- Conn.; Miss Alice
Some people think a hotel will
charged trooj® who marched with- Carey of Hartford, his secretary; Mrs.
put equipment, was served to special Louise Fleming of Wollaston, who not pay because they cannot see
was the idol of the. 181st Sanitary visitors camping on the Mountain
fibre coiitatoers.
The “Y” workers were assisted by Train, and who received her citation lot. The truth is, they want to
a large contingent from the army and for bravery from General Edwards,
jhavy canteen, and some 30 Cambridge one of the few women with the divi come; but do rot, and as soon as
Women asseHnbled by Mrs. Charles B. sion to be. so honored; “Sunny Jim*’ the opportunity is given them they
iGuDck of th® Badio school canteen. Touton of Philadelphia, Wh© operated will come and leave their money,
*The five most tapertant serving sta the Sunshine Hut with the Sanitary not only with' the hotel, but with
tions were situated: On the Common, Train and the 101st Eng.; Charles the stores. This being the'case,
¡corner of Charles and Beacon, Church W. Cott of Rochester, N. Y^ with the
of the Advent. Brimmer street, the 182nd Inf.; W. J. Baker of Taunton, we suggest that the same plan be
jgtRptanasde, opposite Clarendon, and on with the 2nd Bat., 103rd Inf.; W. C. followed by which the Knights of
¡Marlboro street. Private residences Gordon of Boston, 181st Sag.; M. F. Pythias hall with small prospects
on all sides were thrown open to as- Allbright of AllStan, 101st Am. Train; of earning much money, was built
sist the workers and such coffee as H. W. Benedict, Bloomfield, Conn.;
was not Icept hot to special containers .'De- F. Hoagland ot Hyde Park, 103rd -here, costing $6000 or more. Let
T. B. Lathrop, Bradford, the merchants take.a few hundred
was placed on brisk fires in nearby F.. A,;
houses , where it remained until the Conn.; W.. C. H. Moe, Westport, dollars each, in their own interest;
Conn.; P. M. Rose, Hartford, Conn.; The more people they get here the
¡boys were ready to drink it
After every man had eaten all he H. F. SmiQi, West Medford; A. T. more; goods they will sell, which
cared to and replenished his coffee Steele, Wtoisted, Conn.; J. A. WBey, is their reason for doing business.
cup to his heart*s coatent more than Hartford, Conn.; L. L. Woods, MUtan«
A hotel ought to pay as well as a
I&90 lunches remained, as well as 150 Mass.
gallons of coffee. This surplus was
Qn Monday night Army < and Navy Liberty Bond. Surely we have
immediately taken to the “Y” hut on Boxing ehampionships of the North .enough Confidence in the town to
the Common where it was served to eastern Department, were conducted do something about getting one.
soldiers and sailors as long as it for the benefit of the YD. Silver and The Herald believes that there are
lasted.
gold medals were given to the individ
The enttoe service was arranged ual winners and a bronze shield was at least fifty people who have left
Lubec, wh o would be glad to be
and managed by Edward
Hearne, the prise of the winning district
executive secretary, Northeastern
As the boats bringing . 'home the come stockholders in such a busi
départaient Y. M. C. A. war work men came into the harbor fully 5088 ness and we ought to get the rest
council, who offered to provide the pounds of chocolate and thousands of
Ikmeh for the entire Yankee division packages of gum Were thrown aboard. at home/if we want to see the town
ias soon as ft was learned that the Four “Y" men, in most cases over grow.
'men Were to march. His offer was seas secretaries, met thé men at the
—The Lubec Herald
accepted by Mai. Oscar Lagerquist,
to welcome them with gifts. On
“We give the above full , space
bfHeting officer of the YD, who placed the trains that bore the troops to
the full motor transport corps of the Devens “Y” secretaries gave out cur because it is qn extended disserta
Boston district at the disposal of the rent magazines, stamped postcards, tion of. our Editorial as to lack of
¡-Y»
room for our guests at Kennebunk.
and chewing gum.
Mr. Hearne was assisted in thé asDuring the parade, a corps of Y. We are quite as bad off for a roomy,
sembttag and purchasing by Donald M--'C- A. singers, co-operafing with
W. Parsons of Melrose, and W. Gà other welfare organizations, greeted up-to-the-moment caravansary as
Turner, supply secretary. The coni-, the soldiers with choruses under the are our neighbors at Lubec.—The
mittee organized to take care of thé direction of E. F. Naftsger, a song ENTERPRISE.”
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SMALL ARMY
Y. M. C. A. ACT AS
FEEDS TROOPS HOSTS TO 26TH

SUNDAY
T ’ ®®®
Of Value To Shoppers
Kennebunk to Portland—5.32,
(5.47 new train from New York;
7.04 local from Port), 9.07, 11.35
A. M.; 3.47, 7.43 P. M.
Portland to Kennebunk—:7.00,
8.38, 8.50 A. M; 12.15, 12.20, 3.45,
5.32, 6.00 P. M. The New York
train via. Lowell and Worcester,
leaves Portland at 8.35 and is* due
in Kennebunk at 9.21.
The 6.15 American Express train
out of Portland, will not carry pas
sengers in the future.

Kennebunk, Kennebunk
port ard Portland
Express.
, Every boyt ln the Yankee division received a box lunch aawf a»1 the hot
coffee hefcould drink' before the parade—and perhaps it wasn't SBBrectatod.
“Oh, boy!” , \

Enterprise 52 Copies $1.00

Will leave Kennebunkport at
7 o’clock making dAily trips
to Portland, returning about
3.30. We are prepared to do
Express work of all kinds.
Tel. Con. Kennebunkport
Portland Phone 4325.
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Copyright Hart Schaffner & Marx

Men from the front want the

stylish clothes we sell
The “front” may have been in the trenches in
France or in the routine duties of an American
cantonment; the “front” may have been at the handles of a plow or in
a store or shop or office.

There were many fronts in this war and many
men “from the front.*'

They want stylish clothes; and we have that kind for them.

Hart Schaffner & Marx
make them for us; waist-seam models for young men, quieter sack styles
for older men; clothes with all wool quality with dignity and refinement.
Guaranteed absolutely.
Quality hats and furnishings
in „ new and good styles.

Haskell & Jones Company
Specialists in Apparel for Men and Boys.

HAINE

PORTLAND

SECOND SESSION

ANNUAL CONVENTION
• Thè twenty-fourth Annual Convention of York County
Sunday School Association will be held Thursday, May 22,
1919, at the F. B. Church, Jefferson St,, Biddeford, Maine.

Thursday Afternoon
1.30

Devotions,—

2.00

Address,—“The New Standards in Teaching Train
ing’’
Rev. B. S. Hudson, D. D,

2.30

Address,—“Temperance in the Sunday School’g
Mr. E. H. Emery, Civic League Secretary.

3.00

Intermission.

3.10

Business Session,

3.40

Address,-^^Reconstruction and the Great Commis
sion.”
Rev. H. E. Wyman

4.10

Open Parliament,-^

PROGRAM

service bad as its chairman, Lewis leader of international reputation,
¡A Crossett, 304 Commonwealth ave who was secretary of the Harvard
NEW TIME TABLE IN EFFECT
nue.
Radio School hut.

“Y” Serves 20,000 Pints of Coffee

■................ .mum mm.mm

Rev. C„ E. Brooks

, FIRST SESSION

Thursday Forenorm

Rev. A. N. Chandler

9.30

Devotions,—|

9.45

Welcome and Response,—
by Pastor of Entertaining Church, and the Coun
ty President.

1W

Business:

10.30

Address “The Sunday School in the New Day”
Rev. J. M. Arters

11.00

5.30 SUPPER
Served by thé Ladies of the Jefferson St. Church,

at 35c per plate

Conferences: —
Children’s Division,—Miss Edna Folsom, LeaderYoung People’s Division,—Rev. Harry Trust,

THIRD SESSION
Thursday Evening

Leader
Adult Division,—Rev, H. H. Hayes, Leader

12.00 BASKET LUNCH

Tea and coffee furnished by the Entertaining Church

Rev. L. C. Holmes

7.30

Devotions,— \

8.00

“The Aim of Religious Education in Reconstuction”
Rev. Daniel I. Gross
Adjournment.

•aOUaaajUOO Stqj pU9JJB OJ SUB[d
SUiqBra OJB JBqj ttOlJBSapp aSa-q
aqj qjiM oS oj suB[d aqsjy qnj
-dpq puB Suijsaaajui ájoa Xap siqj
aqara oj paaBdaad uaaq súq ureaSoad
ouij y ’qjgi Xajy Xapsanj, jxau uo
qaanq0 qaippa^j odB0 aqj qjiM ppq
oq niM „SuijaapiL jaqsug„‘aqj,
•Jt SSIUI JOU op puB JU0A9
piaos aAisnpxa’ anoX si siqj, -qjg
XBp¡[ SUIU9A9 ÁBpU j JX9U UO {BIOOS
oqj jaSaoj jota op‘aidoad Suno^.
•anoq S.ui
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CAPE PORPOISE

I

Every knock is a boosts
Mr. Roscoe Clark''went 'to 'Wells
the first of the week to estimate on
a large contract.
■•
... Mr. Thomas Cousens cut down a
Sergeant Guy R. Whitehead of Bos
large tree on' his land last week. The Jr..0. U. A. M. attended church
The Ladies’ Class of the Metho Tom figured it would save cutting in a body Sunday morning/ There was ton and Miss ïone Jones. of New York
When in Kennebunk call at Lar
rabee’s and see the line of Eastman dist Sunday School gave its annual 3 cords up at Number 10 but he a short address by the pastor, Rev. are guests of. Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank
Kodaks-deyeloping and printingor reception to the Brotherhood, to made a big mistake as something Norman W. Lindsay, and Rev, E’ T. Seavey.
Garland of Portland' gave an earnest
sporty notice.
Adv. which other friends were also in had been there before Tom for the and interesting appeal in the intere^t-of Mrs. Jemima Ridlon of Saco has been
visiting relatives at the Cape.
Rev. Mr. Pratt began his pasto vited. A large nuinbef sat down | tree was hollow^ He is now trying the Maine Bible Society. In the evenrate of th? Village Baptist church to a botfntifiil supper, which was to sell chopping blocks off of it."
i ing was begun the first in the series of ' Mr. H. F. Felton who has been spend
ing the winter in Boston, arrived at
on Sunday morning. He was greet served at 6.30.. Following the din
I know a party who made $15,000 story sermons by the pastor, which his cottage here last week. Mrs.
unite into one story of Christian ex
ed at both services of the day by ner and entertainment was given, ¡minding their own business.
perience called “Paul Leonord’s Sacri Emma has the position of housekeeper
interested congregations which ar this,program being rendered:
The electric storm gave us a fice.”
again this season.
Chorus—Young, Ladies’ Choir.
gues well for the future.
great scare it certainly was warm
Mr. Andrew Peterson and daughter,
Piano duet—Misses Edith and while it lasted. One party said he Mrs. William Maurine of Worcester,
A well-attended dance was given
Miss Isabel Tribler left for Monhegan
Mass.,
is
visiting
her
sisters,
the
Misse
in Stevens’ hall on Saturday even Esther Baker.
could smell brimstone.
Viola and Ada Wildes,
last week.
t
Vocal solo--M.iss Beatrice Clough
ing for the benefit- of the Salva
Mr. George Adjutant intends to
Beverly,
Mass.,
Miss
Edna
Doty
of
Reading—Pastor
" . enlarge/his home in the near future
tion Army.
Wesley P. Haff returned home this
Vocal Soh>—Judge H. L? Luques
How about the increase- on your has been spending a few davs with week from Webber Hospital and is very
The Victory loan is being pushed
Piano solo—Miss Helen Clough telephone rates. Are we to get Mrs. Frank Wagner.
much improved in health.
toward success in this town by the
.Vocal
solo—Miss Doris Milliken any better service for same. Quite I Walter Deinstadt has moved his
vigorous committee in charge, of
Miss Mildred Thompson is seriously
Pianb sol o—Miss Beatrice : a few are talking of giving up their family into a part of the old Pinkham
which Hon. George N. Stevens is
house.
ill
with pneumonia.
dough '
’phone rather than pay the extra
chairman.
Piano duet-—Misses Beatrice money..
A heavy thunderstorm, accom Clough and Doris Milliken.
Oh! Don’t forget we will soon
panied by a considerable downfall
Piano sok>—MissiEdith Baker.
have to pay eight, cents for< car
.of rain, visited this village,on Sun
Reading—Mf. Baker.
\ ■'
fare. Wish Ford- would hurry up
day night fyom 11.30 to 12.30. The
Chorus—Choir v
with those $250.00 cars he is talklightning was bright and the thunr. • A business meeting of the class ■ing abo'ut putting on the market.
der awakening.
was held and a social hour was eii- We should worry if the car fare
.went up to $1,00
The ladies of the Methodist ! joyed by a]L >
Thé express truck began its summer
The aeroplane contest at the Adveritr
The moriithly meeting of the
. church served a very successful
business on Monday betweén the Port ist Sunday School came to an end last
breakfast Mayday morning.
It Board of Trustees of the. Public
and Portland. We congratulate the Sunday with the Blues only twelve
was quite in contrast to the hap Library will be held next Monday
Messrs Robinson on the bright- outlook miles ahead. The Reds are to give the
penings/ in certain cities of the evening in the rooms of the library,
for a successful season.
winners a picnic in the near future.
country, harmony and contentment commencing at 7.30 o’clock.
Mr. F, O. Wells has been requested t?
- The Adventist Church has-given a call
prevailing among the patrons. '
Last Saturday afternoon a fish
to Rev Henry V. Coolbroth of Portland continue his work as Superintendent of
to become their pastor Tor the coming the Adventist Sunday Schoo]. The
- The; Congregationahsts
and ing .vessel was launched at- the
School realizes the faithfulness and love
’<
. Methodists held a union service in Warner yard. The craft slid into The Necessity of the Maintenance year.
for this branch of the church work that
the
water
ifi
a
most
graceful
man

the South Congregational church
Rev. E. A. Goodwin will preach at the
of a Suffisent Supply of Or Adventist church next Sunday at . the Mr. Wells has shown in his Icing term
« on Sunday evening, Rev. Henry R. ner. She was built for Yannouth
of service and feels that he should re?
ganic Matter, Thorough Culti usual hour.
McCartney being the speaker of parties, and is about ready for ser
tain it. The other officers were also
vice,being equipped with engines.
the occasion,
vation and Tillage, in Order to Mrs. Charles H. Robinson and Mr. reelected. Mr. B. P. Emery, Assistant
Superintendent, Mrs, Rose M. Wells,
The annual meeting of the Ken
The pastor will preach' in the
Insure the Availability of Plant and Mrs. Edgar Wormwood were in .Secretary and Treasurer, and Mr. Alviij
Portland Tuesday attending the funeral
nebunkport
W.
C.
T.
U;
was
held
■ ■; Methodist church next Sunday
Googins, organist.
Food and Proper Physical Con of Mr. Wormwood’s nephew.
^•èlfcmoriwng. The great Centenary on Monday afternoon in the ves
The York County Adventist Con-t
dition
of
the
Soil
Mrs. John Richens and daughter,
movement of the Methodists is try òf the Methodjst church. The
ference
will convene with the church in
following
officers
were
chosen.for
Mrs. i Mary Whiting and children,
coming1 to its culmination and
much interest, nqt to. say enthusi the ensuing year: President, Mrs. Soil Air Essential to the Develop* visited Mrs. Richen’s mother at the 1this viUage beginning June 12th. and
Wildes District the past week.
! continuing oyer the following Sunday.
asm, is’being developed in it, / One E. A. Gpodwin; Frist Vice-Presi
ment of the Plant as Roots
dent, Mrs. FannieS. Baker; Second
of its objectives is the Raising of
Must Have Oxygen.
a fund of $105,000,000 in: the *en- Vice-President, Mrs. William- M.
Rounds
;
Third
Vice-President,
Mrs
-.y suing five years for aggressive
Successful farming depends . to a
Christian wofrk at home and abroad 'iy’elch; Secretary, Mrs. Mary Em large degree upon the proper soil
ery; Superintendent of Sunday
$25,000,000 of which is to be de
management, To put the farm in a
School Work, Mrs. Mary Emery; condition to produce profitable yields
rated to war reconstruction*. The
Superintendent of Flówer Depart demands, on the. part of the operator,
Methodists recognize this as being
ment, Miss Lettie Tojflrey; Superin a clear understanding of the proper
a very large sum, but they figuré
ties of the soli. The soil is a medium
, that if each member of the de tendent pf Medal Contest, an/d of for plant growth,- and as such fur
L. T., L., Mrs Julia E. Wells; Su
nomination should make acontri
nishes water and plant food for theperintendent of Soldiers and Sail growing crop." The moisture-holding
bution of no more than tan cents
capacityis all-important since water
< week the goal would be attained ; ors Work, Mrs. Beatrice Carter.
Thp annual meeting of. the Pub-, is the means by which the plant is
but they acknowledge that there
fed. The elements of plant food be
lie Library Association was held come dissolved in the soil water, which
are many members—the old, the?
on Monday evening in Assembly, in turn is taken up by the plant. Like
infirm, the poor and the young—'
hall of the high school building. wise, soil air is essential to the de
CD
who have no incomes, and so they
velopment of the plant, as the roots
Thehtoport of the Treasurer-was must, have oxygen. If the soil be
are depending upon the munificent
as follows: Cash on hand May-6, comes compact, or saturated with
giving of those who have the abili
1918, $453.83; receipts during the water,-the ulr is forced out, shutting
ty. The leaders of-the movement
the supply so necessary to plant
year, $440 ; tòta! resources, $983.83z off
life. This is easily observed ih^the
assert that every indication spells
disbursements, $551.09 ; balance on growing of cord. If the soil is a stiff
success and they are urging all to
hand, $342.74.
Other reports clay, easily packed by heavy rains,
have a material part in the victory
the surface will become, upon drying,
were made by the Libralan and the . so
compact that, air is not admitted
they see im the immediate future.
Secretary.. The following were freely to the rooteof the plant, and
No doubt the theme of next Sun
results will, follow if the con
day’s sermon will spring from this chosen, as officers for the ensuing serious
year : President, Herbert L. Luques dition is not relieved by thorough cul
tivation.' If, ou the other hand, the
movement, though no attempt will
Vice-President, Mrs. F. B. Perkins ; com is planted on a similar soil well
be made to secure subscriptions in
Secretary, Thomas P. Baker; Treas supplied with organic matter, in the
the services.
urer, Dr. Harry L. Prescott; Trus form of inanure or sod, the ground
does not pack, or run together so
■ Mrs. Eliza Wildes,* wh# has been tees for thréife years—Maj. Henry S. easily, and there is less danger of
Butrage,
W.
B.
Tob?y,
Louis
D.
housekeeper for so long a time in
checking the growth of the corn.
the home of Wallace Wheelwright, Morton and Mrs. L. P. Dow. In Every farmer knows the value of or
ganic matter in putting his soil in a
has surrendered her position on teresting and appropriate remarks state of good tilth. By tilth is meant
account of ill health. Mrs. Wini were made by Maj. Burrage, Rev. the ease of working and the readi
ness with which the soil is reduced to
H. R. McCartney and Mrs. Dow.
fred .Seavey succeeds her.
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Lafayette Club

MINSTRELS
Mousam Opera House

Friday Evening, May 23,1919
Two Hours °f Mirth and Melody

Better than Medicine to Drive Away
That Tired Feeling

LOWER VILLAGE I

PROFITABLE SOIL
MANAGEMENT

se/iso/v opening

MID

Thursday May 15th
SUMMER niLLINERY
AND DISPLAY OF THE

NEW SPORT HATS
AND A SPECIAL LINE OF

CHILDREN’S HATS
N. S. HARDEN DAVIS
KENNEBUNK

HAIN STREET

Are You
HOOD’S TENNIS SHOES
'Wearinq One?
Brown & White hai. with heel

The Simmons Oil
Cook Stoves

1,2, 3 and 4 Burner in stock

SACO ROAD AND VICINITY
Herbert Ricker has bought the
handsome pair of colts owned by
Ernest Walker.
Died in Kennebunkport Saturday
May 3rd, Mrs. Belyea aged about
38 years. She leaves a husband,
four children, and a baby 10 months
old. The Belyea family moved to
the old Benson farm about one year
ago and Mr. Belyea was foreman
for "the Dupont portable mill. Mrs.
Belyea was a Maine woman, and
had relatives in Kennebunk. The
funeral services- were held Monday
afternoon. The family have the
sympathy of all in their sorrow.
Howard Campbell, who was so
seriously injured by his horse run
ning away is- not as well, his
frienxis will be sorry to learn. Mrs.
Campbel 15s at the Webber Hospital
with her husband. Mr. Campbell
and family have the sympathy of
all.
Ed. Merserve has recently had
his building painted. They look
fine.Pauline Benson who has been at
tending Shaw’s Business College,
Portland has»accepted a position
as typist in Portland.
The'Daughters of Wesley Bible
Class gave the Brotherhood a sup
per and erjtertainment at the M. E.
Vestry Friday evening, which prov
ed a very pleasant affair.
Business is picking up a little
after a quiet winter.

mhhmmmm
F. T. Washburn is stopping with'
Mr, and Mrs. Ernest Walker at
present.

At the Mousam House Monday
evening there was -organized a
Driving Club to be know hs the
Kennebunkport and Kennebunk
Driving Club. Ernest Benson was
chosen President and Manager
with assistants, George; Jenney,
Ernest Walker, Harry Washburn,
Boy Taylor, and Harry Day. Sec
retary and Treasurer, Freeman
Seavey. There will be another
meeting next'Monday evening at
the Mousam House to plan for
races and other business.
Ernest Benson ,and sister Miss
Eulalie were guests of their sister
and family, Mr. and AJrs. G. L. Sea
vey, Cape Porpoise. Sunday. A
pleasant trip is reported.
Aldo Drbwn, who has been sick
the past -rfionth is still not able to
work.
- Charles Hutchinson recently
bodght 10 cows for which he. paid
$1,010 dollars. They are beauties.
Mr. Hutchinson has a fine herd of
nice cows.
Joshua Thompson, who has been
confined to the house for .the past
week is still quite sick.
D. W. Hadlock is^still a sufferer
from rheumatism. He still keeps
going for Uncle Sam.

a fine, mellow condition. Organic
matter as supplied by stubble, sods,
and manures, tends to make clay soils
more friable, more' retentive of mois
ture and .more fertile. To secure this
effect the organic matter must be
more or less decomposed In -the
soil. Both organic matter and lime
are necessary to bring about the best
physical condition of the soil. From
a chemical standpoint the decompos
ing drganic matter forms weak acids
which act upon the mineral constitu
ents of the soil, releasing the elements
of plant food. When these acids
beepme abundant, the soil becomes
.“sour” and lime is needed to counter
act the acidity. Clover will (not thrive
on an acid soil, hence it is necessary
that lime be applied in order to pro
mote the growth of ¿his most valuable
plant for soil improvement,
.
-

do not see what you
Avant ask for it.

This Stove will bum 6 1-2 hours on 1 gallon oil and 1 3-4
hours longer on same amount of oil than other makes of
stoves; Call in and let us demonstrate to you why it will?

Daylight Store
Kennebunk.

Maine

H. C. WAKEFIELD’S
Raw Materia!
Is Still Advancing
But we have not advanced the price of our

Bread, Pies and Pastry

Larrabee Dept. Store
ROSS BLOCK

KENNEBUNK

I was there to make a sketch of dren’s Hour like a feast. Tor thé
her. Luncheon was Just over, and tiny toddlers there is a varied
she was talking to a little knpt of menu, sometimes Uneeda Biscuit
■ds I heard, as and milk, sometimes Graham Gradv
women. The first
(slid quietly into al irby seat, were ers, .Oatmeal Crackers or Lunch Bis
“National Biscuit,” ’ kcalling ukags- cuit. ' This is changed on special
anti/ my own tasty oeod^BHicn- occasions tg Old Time Sugar Cook
led com- ies or jpijftNewtons and,- rarest of
eon. I liked her.jfe
¡in, my pen al^^KSÆ*" are days whén wé had
fortably as sh^^^
flP^ream and Nabisco1, and .those
and- ears
weré our party days.
“Between The dark ani
ways a
“DonT-my hour is Just a
she was quotihg, tlieijaii
lunch hour. It started us happily,
world
bit of pause wj
us sure they
Hsteninj ¡for the.
seems wai
......
day—for
V
1
childijj ^pHnce they
feed
that
ha
thiiMl *ve given 1
must
babife. First I ha<
Always
ready
—
rould
Then, when thejj
Bheir
always fresh—always welto toddle, I tai
ine in my
come.
An appetizer at the be- - Wke
no one.
ginning
of
the
meal, making the best
Children^
and
pure,

has a big variety of
Gents Furnishings for
Spring at prices to suit
all.

HOOD’S WORKSHU
Brown $2.75

tend
niu«
wit®
thiB

soup better, and the final touch of satis
faction when the cheese and coffee are
served. Nothing can take the
place of Uneeds Biscuit
on the family table.

OF ALL KINDS

Its Cheaper to Buy Than to Bake:

Joy’s Bakery
You Can Save Money toward buying that

Victory Band
by purchasing your Groceries, Meats and
Provisions of

NATIONAL
BISCUIT
list«
COMPANY
too-i
ten
pad of
were
Hour.
"You see, eveiN^^|
went on, “are much If
mals. They are most lofi
most tractable after the;
something to eat. National Biscs^
dainties always begin our Chil-

■r

^gjRIways

^^aainty, al■ only National
can be. During the
S^Hny babies were growing
rnever missed the Chil's Hour with its tasty feast,

A. M. SEAVEY
Water Street,

Kennebunk, Maine

